
From: "Mochrie, Paul" <Paul.Mochrie@vancouver.ca>

To: "Direct to Mayor and Council - DL" 

Date: 11/24/2021 8:01:56 PM

Subject: Responses to Councillors’ questions - Draft 2022 Budget #5

Attachments: FRS - Memo #5 to Mayor Council - 2022 Budget - 2021-11-24.pdf

Dear Mayor and Council,

 

The attached memo is the 5th set of responses to questions posed by Councillors regarding the 2022 budget.

 

Additional responses to Councillors’ questions will be shared as they become available.  Please continue to send 

any questions you may have. 

 

Best,

Paul 

 

 

Paul Mochrie (he/him)

City Manager

City of Vancouver

paul.mochrie@vancouver.ca

 

 

The City of Vancouver acknowledges that it is situated on the unceded traditional territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Sḵwx\u817 

_wú7mesh (Squamish), and səlilwətaɬ (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.

 

 

 



FINANCE, RISK & SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT 
Office of the General Manager 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: Mayor and Council 

CC: Paul Mochrie, City Manager 
Karen Levitt, Deputy City Manager 
Katrina Leckovic, City Clerk 

November 24, 2021 

Lynda Graves, Administration Services Manager, City Manager's Office 
Maria Pontikis, Director, Civic Engagement and Communications 
Anita Zaenker, Chief of Staff, Mayor's Office 
Neil Monckton, Chief of Staff, Mayor's Office 
Alvin Singh, Communications Director, Mayor's Office 
Colin Knight, Director, City-wide Financial Planning and Analysis 
Pragya Grewal, Associate Director, City-wide Financial Planning and Analysis 
City Leadership Team 

FROM: Patrice lmpey 
General Manager, Finance, Risk and Supply Chain Management 

SUBJECT: Draft 2022 Budget - Responses to Councillors' questions (Memo #5) 

Dear Mayor and Council, 

The purpose of this memo is to provide responses to the questions posed by Councillors by 
email and at the November 2nd Council meeting and November 22nd Council Briefing related to 
2022 Draft Budget -Tax Scenarios and Options. 

Additional responses to Councillors' questions will be shared as they become available. 

City of Vancouver, Finance, Risk & Supply Chain Management 
453 West 12" Avenue, Vancouver, BC VSY 1 V4 Canada 
vancouver.ca 
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Responses to Questions: 

Questions from the November 2nd Meeting: 
 

 
1. In regards to Park Rangers and the work that has been undertaken this year for 

encampments, how many calls are related to encampments? What are the impact on 
future encampments for VPD and how do we absorb potential cost of encampments in 
the budget? 
     
With respect to the Park Rangers, the total number of calls received in 2020 was 22,010 of 
which 16,692 (76%) were related to encampments.  
 
The construct of encampments generally do not and should not involve police resources or 
require police attendance.  Most encampments that exist throughout Vancouver seldom require 
police response.  The VPD attends encampments where there are identified public safety 
concerns, criminality, or as a call for service.  For instance, a call involving a domestic assault 
incident at an encampment is not an illustration of policing homelessness, but rather 
characterizes intimate partner violence.  This is similar to crime-types associated to a specific 
demographic, the demographic is never identified by the crime type, nor should they be for 
obvious reasons.  
 
VPD attends encampments usually at the request of partners, (e.g. Park Rangers, BC Housing, 
COV outreach teams, VFRS), who feel unsafe to attend and deliver services without a police 
attendance.  
 
VPD may also be involved in encampments when an injunction is obtained and with a court 
order to de-camp a specific location.  This becomes a court imposed responsibility of the police 
to respond to the direction of a justice. 
 
The following represents the high-profile encampments (Strathcona & Crab Park) in 2021, it 
should be noted that there are encampments at many locations throughout the city: 
 
From January to October 31, 2021, the VPD had approximately 350 calls for service from 
Strathcona or Crab Park, which is roughly one call per day. This only represents the number of 
calls received by E-COMM 9-1-1 and does not account for instances that were attended to as a 
result of pre-scheduled police officers dedicated to these locations. 
 
The VPD accommodates these pre-scheduled deployments by diverting other dedicated 
operational resources away from existing duties to support Park Rangers at encampments.   
  
The impacts of encampments do not end for the VPD once individuals are moved to hotels 
purchased to house them.  Calls for service and public complaints spike in inadequately staffed, 
supportive housing buildings that were not designed to safely house large numbers of 
individuals who often have significant addictions and mental health concerns.  For instance the 
Luugat Hotel (1176 Granville Street, previously the Howard Johnson Hotel, has accounted for 
over 1500 police calls for service since May of 2020.  Whereas, in 2019 this same location 
operating as the Howard Johnson, accounted for only 65 police calls for service.   
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Councillor Swanson’s Questions  
 

2. Could we shift the business tax back off residential.  If we did this, how much extra could 
it give us for essential spending? 
 
Tax redistribution between residential and business is revenue neutral to the City – one group 
pays more then the other group pays less. Council’s decision in December is to approve the 
scope and level of services to be supported by the annual budget and how much tax levy to 
collect to support the budget. Council can choose to increase fees and/or property tax to fund 
more essential spending. 
 
Tax distribution decision will be brought forward separately for Council’s consideration in April. 
 

3. Would it be possible to allocate some of the $10M one time funding available over 
several years to one project, for example, $500K for 5 years to Vacancy Control in SROS 
for a total of 2.5M?  
 
Yes, it is possible to allocate funding to one project over multiple years.  $2.5 million of the $9 
million available one-time funding would be set aside to be accessed over the 5 years.  This is 
appropriate to fund one time projects which need multiple years of funding.   
 
Vacancy control is an ongoing program, so it should be funded by ongoing funding sources.  
Otherwise, the program would be cancelled at the end of 5 years, or would need to be funding 
in future years, creating a funding pressure for future councils.   
 
Councillor Boyle’s Questions  
 

4. Is Council able to direct funding specifically to CPCs, including the ones where funding 
flows through the VPD budget? Or do we just determine the overall VPD budget, and the 
VPD then decides what it allocates to these CPCs? And related to that, is the VPD able to 
reduce the budget of CPCs, independent of Council direction? 
 
Community Policing Centres (CPCs) are operated, staffed, and governed independently by 
members of the community. While the funding CPCs receive from the City is embedded within 
the VPD budget (refer to RTS 5991, July 18, 2006), the funds are “fenced off” within the VPD’s 
overall budget and flow directly to each CPC. The VPD is only an intermediary between Council 
and independently managed CPCs. In practice, police operations do not benefit directly from 
this funding. 
 
To support community policing, however, the VPD currently has full-time Neighbourhood 
Policing Officers assigned to and embedded within each CPC. While these officers support the 
work that the CPCs are doing, their salaries are not part of the funding allocated by City Council 
to each CPC. Further budget cuts to VPD would have an impact on its ability to provide 
dedicated police officers to each individual CPC. The scope of work undertaken by the 
Neighbourhood Policing Officers extends well beyond the CPCs. 
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5. Why do the not-for-profit CPCs received so much less funding per CPC than the ones 
funded directly through the VPD? Is there a difference in staffing, or wages, or services? 
 
There are 11 CPCs - 9 are non-profits and managed by their own Boards and 2 are directly 
managed by the VPD.  For 2021, the 9 non-profit CPCs each receive $172,947 and the 2 VPD 
managed CPCs each receive $113,636. 

 
In 2021, City Council approved an increase of $300,000 for the CPCs of which $31,111 was 
allocated to each of the 9 non-profit CPCs and $10,000 to each of the 2 VPD-managed CPCs.    
 
For additional information, please refer to memo #4 – response 2 and 3. 
 
 

6. What was the total city budget for 2020 (~1.6?)? Could that be included for comparison in 
the slide that lists the total 2021 budget ($1.592) and 2022 budget ($1.735)? 
 
Total operating budget for the city in 2020 was $1.6 billion. The information will also be added to 
the Dec 1st Council presentation.  
 

City of Vancouver  
($ in million) 

2020  
Budget 

2021 

Budget 
2022 Draft 

Budget 

 
$ Change 
over 2021 

% Change 
over 2021 

Revenues 1,615 1,592 1,735 
 

144 9.0% 

Expenditures and 

Transfers 
1,615 1,592 1,735 

 
144 9.0% 

Net Budget - - -  -  

 
 

Questions from November 22nd Council Briefing 
 

7. Report back on the analysis of potential risk of increasing fire risks, heat wave, strong 
wind, etc. 
 
The recent catastrophic climate events has impact on VFRS resources in some ways: 
• Need to build climate resilient infrastructure – Prevention/building code 
• Greater support needed for Wildland Urban Fire Fighting  
• VFRS protects over 1200ha (3000 acres), our forests will burn too. Challenging fire 

behaviour, fire fighter fatigue in heat and more resources at fires would help ensure health 
and wellness of our firefighters/front line staff 

• Fire service is the frontline of any emergency including environmental emergencies, made 
worse by climate change. A strong fire service is our first line of defence in a climate 
mitigation strategy 

• Fire spread with outdoor fires, wind driven fires and dry fuel 



• Example, during the June 'Heat Dome'. 99 lives were lost , environmental emergency 
significantly impacted fire service, and left us severely under-resourced to do our job 
protecting the city from fire and other emergencies 

• Greater severity of these environmental emergencies, wind events (UBC tornado), rain, 
snow. Direct impacts to citizen safety 

8. Can staff provide date on revenue and expenses from previous years? 

In 2019, EY was engaged by the City of Vancouver to undertake an external review of the City's 
baseline financial position and identify modernization initiatives to build financial capacity for the 
future through improvements in service delivery and revenue models. 

The E&Y report on the baseline review directed by Council includes information and trend 
analysis on revenue and expenses from 2008 to 2018. See attached section 3, pages 24-36 

https://vancouver.ca/files/cov/vancouver-baseline-financial-review-phase-a.pdf 

Can staff provide date on revenue and expenses from previous years 

9. Can we get more details on property tax rate increase in comparison to other 
municipalities? 

Over the last 10 years, Vancouver's property tax increases have been comparable with the 
average increase across most municipalities in Metro Vancouver. 

Vancouver vs. Metro Vancouver 10-year average 
property tax increase (2012-2021) 
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The graph below that highlights property tax increase for the City in comparison to other 
municipalities. This information has been included in the 2022 Draft Budget Document and the 
Dec 1st public presentation on 2022 Draft Budget. 

2021 COMBINED MUNICIPAL PROPERTY TAX AND UTILITY FEES FOR 
MEDIAN SINGLE-FAMILY HOME($) 

West Vancouver 

New Westminster 
White Rock 

North Vancouver (Dlstrtctl 

Port Moody 

Vancouver 

Surrey 

Richmond 

Coqultfam 

North Vancouver (City) 

Maple Ridge 

Burnaby 

Delta 

Township of Langley 

Port Coqultlam 

Pitt Meadows 

Langley (C1tyl 

$1.000 $2.000 $3,000 

$5,002 
$4,740 
$4,707 

$4,637 
$4,460 

$4,378 
$4,309 

$4,204 
$4,083 

$3,778 
$3,743 
$3,718 

$3,603 
$3,590 

$3,489 

$3,485 
$3,305 

$4,000 $5.000 $6,000 

$6,446 

$7.000 

Staff will continue to work on the remaining responses to Councillors' questions and will be 
shared as they become available. 

Should you have any questions regarding the above, please feel free to contact me at 
patrice.impey@vancouver.ca or (604) 873-7610. 

Best Regards, 

Patrice lmpey 
General Manager, Finance, Risk and Supply Chain Management 
604.873.761 O I patrice.impey@vancouver.ca 
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Appendix 1 

MEMO #1 Responses to Questions – November 12th: 

Questions from the November 2nd Meeting: 
 
1. What is the utility increase versus property tax increase comparison? Provide an 

updated chart that shows utility and property tax increases. 
 
The total property tax and utility increase for 2022 will equate to $241 for a median single 
family home and $347 for a median business property.  
 
The blended utility rates for 2022 are increasing by 6%, which represent a $104 increase in 
the utility bill for an average representative household. The rate increase corresponds to an 
increase in the Sewer rates by 12.5%, Water rates by 2.0% & Solid Waste rates by 4.5%. 
The utility rate increase for 2022 is largely driven by higher Metro Vancouver utility costs for 
Sewer and Water along with the increase in capital & operating expenditures required to 
maintain and replace the aging City infrastructure and assets. 
 
More information will be included in the detailed budget document to be released online on 
November 23rd.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Indicative City Property Tax and Utility Fee Impact of Draft 2022 Budget*

ESTIMATED

2022 TAX

BILL (CoV 

PORTION)

CHANGE

OVER 2021

ESTIMATED

2022 TAX BILL 

(CoV 

PORTION)

CHANGE

OVER 2021

Property taxes (Including 5% increase) $2,883 $137 $5,195 $247

Water $810 $17 $750 $15

Sewer $653 $72 $667 $74

Solid Waste $356 $15 $267 $11

Subtotal Utility fees $1,819 $104 $1,684 $100

Combined $4,702 $241 $6,879 $347

Median

Single-Family Home

$1,717,000

Median

Business Property

 $1,024,000
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2. What is the breakdown of fixed cost increases and revenue increases including salary 
costs?  
 
a. Fixed costs related to the City’s ongoing services increased by $45 million 

primarily due to: 
 
Salary and benefit increases around $40 million including: 
o Salary increments for existing staff and wage increases related to collective 

bargaining settlements and fringe benefit rate increases. At the end of 2019, all 
collective agreements between the City, its related Boards and its certified unions 
expired. In 2021, bargaining for several agreements has been completed. The 2022 
Budget includes increases arising from negotiated or arbitrated settlements. 

o The impact of a Canada Pension Plan rate increase. The federal government has 
started phasing in increases to the Canada Pension Plan contribution rate over a 
multi year period from 2019 to 2024. The 2022 Budget includes an estimated $2 
million increased cost to the City in 2022, and an additional $2 million to $3 million 
per year is expected each year from 2023 to 2024. 

o An increase in WorkSafeBC premiums in 2022 of approximately $5 million. The City 
has recently seen significant increases in premiums resulting from increases in claim 
rates, particularly in the area of public safety. 

 
Other external fixed costs increases including: 
o Tax funded portion of Sewer utilities for the operating expenditures to support the 

maintenance of aging infrastructure of approximately $2.5 million. 
o Building occupancy increased costs as a result of a 2.6% rate increase from BC 

Hydro and a forecasted 6.0% rate increase for natural gas. In addition, an increase in 
supply and usage of bio methane due to lifting the FortisBC curtailment, partially 
offset by lower natural gas consumption. 

o Rental and lease increased costs including the full year rent of 510 West Broadway, 
new lease renewed at a higher rate at the Richards, Crossroads and Cambie Police 
Stations, in addition to annual maintenance costs related to existing facilities. These 
increased lease costs are partially offset by savings related to workspace 
consolidation and the sublease of Marine Gateway. 

o Equipment and fleet higher costs for replacement and maintenance, in addition to an 
increase in fuel prices, partially offset by a one time insurance discount by ICBC.  

o Insurance premiums equivalent to an average of 35% increase for the City’s July 1 
insurance renewals due to the continual hardening of the insurance market, 
especially with respect to property type insurance coverage.  

o Other increases including E-comm. inflationary costs, Grants 1% inflationary 
increase 

 
More information will be included in the detailed budget document to be released online on 
November 23rd.  
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b. Major revenue drivers and rate increases in the revenue estimates include the 
following: 
 
• Property taxes: The 2022 Budget includes funding for fixed cost increases in 

existing services as well as initiatives aligned to the Council priorities. As a result, the 

total tax increase for 2022 is 5% or, on average, $95 additional per year for median 

residential property owners and $247 per year for median businesses.  

• A water utility rate increase of 2% will provide funding for water capital projects as 

outlined in the approved 2019-2022 Capital Plan, and higher Metro Vancouver 

(regional) water rates to fund infrastructure improvements throughout the region and 

investments to address the maintenance of aging infrastructure. The rate is higher 

than the 2021 rate of 1% primarily because of high water rate projections from Metro 

Vancouver.  

• A sewer utility rate increase of 12.5% will (1) reflect the increase in Metro 

Vancouver (regional) rates, (2) provide pay-as-you-go funding for sewer capital 

projects, as outlined in the approved 2019-2022 Capital Plan, (3) cover 

debt-servicing costs to support the replacement and separation of sewer 

infrastructure to support the City’s goal to eliminate combined sewer overflows by 

2050, and (4) allow for fixed cost increases in operating expenditures. This rate is 

higher than the sewer utility rate forecast from the 2021 Budget because of increases 

to Metro Vancouver rates. 

• A solid waste utility fee increase of 4.5% is required for sanitation equipment 

operating costs and capital expenditures, as outlined in the approved 2019-2022 

Capital Plan.  

• Licence and development fees: increase of 5% and higher application volumes for 

business licences, permits and rezoning services are partially returning in 2022 and 

are expected to improve back to pre-pandemic levels in 2023.  

• Parking meter rate is tied to demand for available parking spaces, supporting local 

businesses and helping to manage parking demand in neighbourhoods. Parking 

revenue in 2022 is projected to improve back to pre-pandemic levels. 

• Parks and Recreation user fees are expected to improve back to pre-pandemic 

levels, in line with removal of public health restrictions on capacity. The revenue 

budget also includes increases in user fees for various Parks and Recreation 

services to cover cost increases. 

More information will be included in the detailed budget document to be released online 

on November 23rd.  
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3. What is the status of the one-time funded ACCS initiatives in the 2021 budget (i.e. 
parks cleanliness, etc.)? Report on how these items were utilized and incorporated 
into the 2022 budget.  
 
The status of ACCS one-time initiatives is summarised as below: 

• Murdered and Missing Indigenous Women and Girls Callas for Justice: Memo update 
in mid-November with final report planned for Council by June 2022. 

• Anti-Black Racism recommendations: Report by June 2022. 
• Anti-racism Action Plan: Report planned for spring 2022. 
• Accessibility Strategy: Final report by June 2022 
• Apology for Historic Discrimination to South Asian Community: Report by June 2022. 
• UN Safe Spaces for Women and Girls: Report planned for spring 2022. 

 
 
4. What is the status of the fleet account? Is there a surplus to be transfer to reserve 

and is there an increase in the life of fleet vehicles? Is there a surplus that could be 
transferred to the operating budget and can the life of the fleet be extended to 
reduce equipment rates? Provide additional details to answer these questions. 

 
Replacing the City’s fleet on a regular and timely basis is a critical component of 
maintaining many of the City’s core services. The balance of the reserve is forecasted to be 
$42 million at the end of 2021 and these funds have been committed to vehicle purchases 
in the near future to continue to support city operations. Staff would not recommend 
depleting or reallocating funds from the fleet account to address short term operating 
impacts due to the significant impacts to the City’s ability to provide adequate core services 
to the public.  
 
The list of the units in the fleet to be replaced in each year is determined based on the 
individual fleet unit’s condition index, which takes into account factors such as age, 
mileage, usage and repair history. In some cases, vehicles that are in good shape can be 
held for longer periods of time while in other cases, due to heavy use, high downtime and 
repair costs coupled with negative impacts on servicing, vehicles may need an earlier 
replacement.  Holding vehicles beyond when they need to be replaced results in significant 
impacts on the operating budgets of not only Fleet and Manufacturing Services but also on 
the user departments who are faced with higher amounts of downtime, increased 
maintenance costs and negative impacts on their ability to provide services to the public. 
 
The average age of units in our fleet is 7 years. As mentioned above, delays in replacing 
units would result in units being replaced beyond their useful life, resulting in a further 
deterioration in fleet condition, more costly repairs, and more frequent interruptions in 
service.   
 
In addition, as we move forward adding more zero emission vehicles to the fleet there is 
additional impacts on the Fleet account in terms of extra costs.  The premium on smaller 
electric vehicles for example is generally 30-50% over and above traditional vehicle costs 
and heavy vehicles can be up to double the cost.    
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5. What is the surplus from 2021 budget in regards to one time increase to 
accommodate veterans parking? Where does the surplus currently sit? Provide 
details. 

 
There was no expenditure increased by Council for this item. Rather, it was recognized that 
in not charging veterans for parking, the City’s revenue budget would need to be reduced 
accordingly.  A rough estimate in 2020 of $0.5M was made (and was subsequently refined 
to $200,000 to $350,000), and the City’s budgeted revenues for 2021 were reduced 
accordingly.  
The parking revenue budget was set at a lower level for 2021; however, overall actual 
parking revenues are currently tracking to be $7 M below this (lower) budget, as the 
pandemic continues to negatively impact the City’s revenues.   

 
 
6. Report on core vacancies for firefighters and how does that compare to the Dark 

Horse review? Provide information on the 5-year growth plan of staff before COVID. 
 

The Dark Horse growth plan originally approved included an increase of 122 positions over 
five years (2019-2023). 100 of these positions were to be frontline suppression fire fighters. 
As a result of financial challenges due to COVID and Council’s direction to limit property 
taxes above 5%, the first three years of the growth plan have included funding for 40 
positions. The proposed 5% budget scenario further reduces the growth plan additions to 35 
positions that are fully funded. 

 
 

VFRS Growth Plan 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Total 

Original proposed Darkhorse 22 27 24 27 22 122 

Council approved and deferred 2019 7 35 30 28 22 122 

Council approved and deferred 2020 5 35 0 60 22 122 

Proposed 2022 budget 5% 5 30 0 0 87 122 
 

*Note – Revised in Memo # 3. Please refer to Q4. 
 

 
7. With regards to climate emergency actions, how much are we contributing in the 

2022 budget? Provide a list of priorities related to climate emergency actions and 
report on the amount of money needed to implement the emergency action plan, 
specifically the top priorities regarding reducing green house emissions.   

 
A separate memo will be sent to Council that provides details on what is included in the 5% 
tax scenario on Accelerating Action on Climate Change. 
 
 

8. What is the impact on holding vacancies on staff health and morale? Are there any 
departments being affected more than others are? 
 
Long term effects of vacancies would negatively impact staff morale and existing service 
levels including: slower response times to emergency calls, reduced service levels to 



citizens and businesses, limited ability to respond to non-emergency calls, greater risk of 
unsolved crimes and cases being lost in court, etc. Ongoing increased workload without 
accompanying resources could lead to staff burnout and additional impact on staff morale. 

Draft 2022 Operating Budget assumes continuing to hold vacancies at 0.5% - 2% of core 
business equalling $8. 7 million and an additional $2.5 million in deferred investments. 
Staffing vacancies related to Vancouver Fire and Police Departments are held at the 0.5% 
rate to minimize impact on public safety. 

The following chart, included in the supporting information provided to council on November 
2nd, summarizes vacancies by Departments and its impact on core businesses and 
deferred investments: 

Department Core Business Core Deferred 2022 Vacancy 

Arts, Culture & Community Services 
City Clerks & City Manager 

Vacancy Business % investments Savings 
($ in millions) 

($0.4) 1.3% 
($ 0.5) 2.4% 

($ 0.4) 
($ 0.5) 

1---------- ---~-·-----¼-------+---($ O.l)j Civic theatres ($0.1) 1.7% 
Engineering PW 
Engineering Utilities 
FRS 

HR 
Legal 
PDS 
REFM 
Technology Services 
Library 
Parks and Recreation 
VFRS 
VPD • 

($1.4) 1.3% 
($ 0.5) 0.9% 
($0.6) 1.5% 
($0.2) 2.1% 
($0.2) 1.9% 
($0.4) 1.5% 
($0.6) 1.5% 
($ 0.5) 1.5% 
($0.1) 0.2% 
($1.1) 1.3% 
($0.6) 0.5% 
($1.4) 0.5% 

($0.05) 

(S 1.3) 

($1.0) 

($0.3) 

($ 2.7) 
($ 0.5) 
($ 0.6) 
($ 0.2) 
($ 0.2) 
($ 1.4) 
($ 0.6) 
($ 0.5) 
($ 0.1) 
($ 1.1) 
($ 0.9) 
($ 1.4) 

*This is in addition to the S3.14M vacancy savings that were included in the 2021 Budget that is currently pending 
Provincial decision on Police Budget Appeal 

9. In the 3% and 4% budget tax scenarios, there were some anticipated cut in medic 11 
services. Provide a report on Dec 1 on which neighbourhoods were affected. 

Taking Medic 11 out of service will affect our ability to provide vital services to vulnerable 
citizens in the downtown eastside. 

Medic 11 was put into service on July 31 , 2020 and for the year of 2020 it responded to an 
average of 4 incidents per day, for a total of 571 . Of the 571 , 53% were medical and of the 
medical 32% were overdose related. Medic 11 was first on scene for 77% of those 
incidents. 
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In 2021, we have seen the demand and need for medic 11 increase.  As at the end of Q3, 
medic 11 has responded to 2,741 incidents, which is an increase to 9 incidents per day.  Of 
these total incidents, 69% were medical and of the medical, 40% were overdose 
related.  VFRS is seeing a large increase in incident volume and incident durations 
Citywide.  This adds to the increasing busyness and burnout of our staff.  
 
Due to the busyness of this response district, this will reduce the reliability of other fire 
apparatus being available to respond to fire, rescue or medical incidents. Either a ladder or 
engine (our primary fire response vehicles) will be unavailable for major incidents in their 
districts. This can result in increased loss to citizen’s property or life, unsafe working 
conditions for our staff due to shortage of on scene staff in recommended time frames and 
increased exposure to smoke and fire. This limits how quickly our staff can perform the 
critical tasks that are required to control and extinguish a fire. 
 
 

10. In each of the 5%, 3% and 4% property tax increase scenario, provide details as to 
how this will impact Vancouver Public Library operations (i.e. impact on hours, # of 
branches)? 
 

• 5.0% Scenario: Reduce branch hours at 6 smaller locations (total reduction 57.5 
hours/week) - reduced branch hours at 6 branches to 7 hours/day, which can be staffed 
in a single full-time shift.  This will spread the impact across neighbourhoods rather than 
concentrating the service reduction in one area. In addition, delay implementation of 
increasing hours to full day on Sundays at one of the four branches where this had not 
yet been implemented due to the COVID-19 pandemic (2020 investment funding) – this 
branch is currently open 1-5pm. 
   

• 4.0% Scenario - if Council decides to approve a property tax increase of less than 5%, 
additional reductions to open hours will be required.  To meet a 4% tax scenario, the 
reductions under the 5% scenario will be required (61.5 hours per week total), along with 
additional reductions of open hours by another 50-60 hours/week, through a combination 
of closing a small branch, and either closing Central Library one evening per week, or 
closing additional Mondays at 7-day branches, or reducing branch evening hours. 
 

• 3.0% Scenario - a 3% tax scenario would require even further cuts to services that are 
already being negatively impacted. It requires a reduction to open hours by 
approximately 100-120 hours/week (230,000+ public visits & 19 FTE affected).  This 
would be achieved by reducing hours across many locations and/or the closure of two 
small branch libraries. 
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Questions from Councillor Swanson  
 
11. Staff will come up with some recommendations regarding the decriminalizing 

poverty motion but that might not happen until next year.  Is there a way to get 
money in the budget to implement these recommendations without waiting till 2023? 
 
Council has a contingency allocation it could use to fund priorities arising mid-year or 
Council could decide to earmark some funding for allocation in anticipation of 
recommendations. 
 
As per the November 4th “Decriminalizing Poverty and Prioritizing Community-Led Safety 
Initiatives" (RTS 14410)” memo sent to Council, staff are proceeding as Action While 
Planning steps with initial exploration related to diversion of calls and also interactions with 
people experiencing homelessness or inadequate housing when cleaning the public realm. 
While there is no current 2022 funding request in for these exploration discussions, it is 
possible some costs may arise and staff will need to consider that at the time. 
 

12. How can we ensure that the $500K for implementation of the upcoming SRO vacancy 
control report is included in the budget?  
 
The implementation of SRO vacancy control is not currently included in the 5% budget 
scenario and has been submitted as one of the options for Council to consider adding to 
2022 Draft budget 5% scenario. Council could choose to allocate some of the available 
funding to support this initiative or other service reductions equivalent to $500K would need 
to be found from within the balanced 2022 Budget. 

 
Questions from Councillor Boyle  
 
13. On Sheet 8, line 16, related to UNDRIP, it says that this motion is included in the 2022 

Budget 5% scenario. But on Sheet 1, under Increase Focus on Equity and Critical 
Social Issues it lists $200,000 not included in the 5% scenario related to UNDRIP. Is 
there some portion of UNDRIP that is a new investment within the 5%? Or is it 
referring to current staff being maintained to work on UNDRIP within the 5%? Just 
want to get a sense of what is already funded and what is still needed. 

 
Funding for an additional internal resource to both assist in the implementation of the UN 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples and to meet the demand's of the City's 
evolving Indigenous-relations work is not included in the 2022 Budget. Council can choose 
to allocate the available funding towards UNDRIP.    
 
On Sheet 8, line 19, the implementation of the Council’s motion to establish an advisory 
committee (Task Force on Implementing UNDRIP in the City of Vancouver) is included the 
5% scenario.   
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14. On Sheet 1, under Increase Focus on Equity and Critical Social Issues, there is 
$300,000 listed to enable implementation of early start actions on the MMIWG / RWR 
Report. Do we have an idea of what those early actions are? Are they connected to 
the ask from community groups related to the Decriminalizing Poverty motion 
around a Diversion of Calls pilot? 
  
Early actions include funding to Moccasin Mafia, a grassroots group of Indigenous Elders 
and women who do outreach in the DTES and other neighbourhoods to connect with 
Indigenous women, provide food, and connect to housing, services and supports, including 
those related to safety. This is not connected to the Decriminalizing Poverty motion around 
the diversion of calls pilot.  
 
 

15. On Sheet 1, under Increase Focus on Equity and Critical Social Issues, the $200,000 
listed related to the Water as a Human Right motion lists resources to contribute the 
a washroom strategy. Are there any other resources currently focused on a water 
strategy? Or is this funding what would make that strategy happen or not happen? 

 
This funding is to do the work needed to create the Water as a Human Right strategy, 
which will include washrooms.  Funding will go towards staffing and/or consultancies & 
engagement costs.  
  
 

16. On Sheet 1, under Core Business, there is $500,000 listened to retain and maintain 
the 36 new plazas and parklets. If this isn’t funded, what happens to those public 
spaces? Do they get removed? Is there a way to half fund this? 
 
Some number of these new public spaces created in 2020/2021 would need to be removed 
if we don’t have ongoing operating funds to cover basic micro-cleaning and maintenance.  
 
$500,000 covers the basic City costs for all of these new public spaces – equating to 
$10,000 - $15,000 per space for a year. If we received $250,000, we would need to 
consider a combination of removing some spaces and/or lowering levels of the basic 
services the City offers.  Further, we would want to consider the lowered maintenance 
levels when planning for any potential minor upgrades of materials within these new public 
spaces.  
 
We already heavily rely on our steward partners a great deal for daily management of these 
spaces, but some may be willing to take on additional duties for the overall benefit of 
having a public outdoor space.  This could be more of an impactful ask to the social service 
parklet partners. 
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17. On Sheet 1, under Core Business, is $400,000 listed for improving and maintaining 
Slow Streets. My understanding from conversation with Engineering is that we might 
be able to do this as a one-time expense to be maintaining the temporary barriers 
while transitioning many of them into low-intervention permanent infrastructure. 
Could we get more info from engineering on whether that cost ($400k) would remain 
the same, but just be one-time instead of ongoing? 
 
The identified $400,000 for the slow streets program in 2022 is expected to be a one-time 
cost to maintain the existing network while implementing a revised ‘long-term’ slow street 
network. It is anticipated that this network would still require some ongoing maintenance, 
but significantly less. 
 
More details on the Slow Street program: 
Based on ongoing public support for the program and concerns with the potential for 
removals, staff expect to maintain the current network of slow streets through the winter as 
an unfunded program. This is being presented to council as part of the 2022 operating 
budget. If operating funds are not secured for next year, Engineering would likely seek to 
wind down the slow streets program so as to eliminate the ongoing expenditure for 
maintenance. It would not be advisable to forgo or substantially reduce maintenance as this 
would create potential safety issues with misplaced barriers, and cleanliness issues due to 
graffiti and damage to barriers. Maintenance costs to monitor, replace, clean and reset 
barriers are currently about $25,000 to $30,000 per month. 
 
Other maintenance models like community stewardship of barriers have been considered 
as an interim solution, however there are challenges with coordination across the large 
network of slow streets, staff resources required to develop and manage the network of 
stewards, and safety considerations that would result from asking residents to manage 
equipment in the street.  
Staff are exploring a number of options to capture the benefits of the Slow Streets program 
in the long term while reducing ongoing maintenance costs (for example, by using concrete 
barriers). Staff will provide an update on the plans for the future of Slow Streets as part of a 
Council update in Q1 2022. 

 
 
Questions from Councillor Hardwick  

 
18. Does Sheet 6 include the items detailed in Sheet 2?  

Yes, Sheet 6: 2022 Draft budget table includes all initiatives shown on Sheet 2. Sheet 2 
highlights reductions and increases in revenues and expenditures included in 5% scenario. 
 

19. On Does Sheet 6 include the unallocated $5.5 million?   
 

 Yes, Sheet 6 – 2022 Draft budget table includes $5.5 million that is available for council to: 
a) Address core service gaps by filling outstanding vacancies and adding back savings 

shown in "Sheet 2 - Included in 5%" 
b) Use to fund additional council priority initiatives and new council motions included in 

"Sheet 1: 2022 Prioritized list of initiatives - not included in the 5% base scenario” 
c) Use to reduce the tax increase in 2022 from 5% to 4.4% (primarily one time) 
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d) Transfer to stabilization reserve 
e) Transfer to capital to support infrastructure renewal 
f) Or a combination of the above 

 
20. If Council chooses not to allocate the $5.5 million (or any portion of it), that amount 

can be used to further reduce the tax increase, consider additional items from Sheet 
1, or add other items to the budget?  
 
Please see response above. 

 
21. If Council decides NOT to fund some or all of the items in Sheet 2, the associated 

funding can be added to the $5.5 million of currently unallocated funding?  
 

  Council can choose to reallocate funding from initiatives included in the Draft 2022 Budget.  
  “Sheet 2: Expenditure budget (reductions)/ increases and revenue budget reductions/ 

(increases) included in 5% scenario” highlights savings/deferrals and increases to the Draft 
budget. A large proportion of initiatives shown on sheet 2 are savings and deferrals 
required to balance the budget with a 5% property tax increase. A small number of 
initiatives are additions to the 2022 budget which are direct costs for revenues, regulatory 
investments etc.  

 
22. Does Sheet 6 make provision for the potential costs of an adverse decision on the 

VPD’s appeal to the Police Commissioner?  If not, how will these costs be accounted 
for and what will be their tax impact?  

The impact VPD’s budget appeal is not included in the 2022 Draft budget. If approved, the 
budget impact would equate to $5.6 million or 0.62% additional property tax increase above 
the 5%.  If the $5.6 million were to be approved, the Vancouver Police Department 
expenditures budget would increase by $11.9 million or 3.5% over 2021 budget. 
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MEMO #2 Responses to Questions – November 15th: 

Questions from Councillor Hardwick: 
 
• What is the status of insurance reserve and liability review? 

 
The insurance reserve for the liability is projected to have an ending balance of 
approximately $18M by end of 2021. 
Based on an actuarial review conducted last year, considering the city’s historic experience, 
it was recommended that the City keeps the reserve at minimum $15M, contingent on 
material changes to the risk profile. 
This reserve is funded by allocations from city departments to fund insurance premiums and 
liabilities. These allocations have been held at historical levels for the past several years and 
are below the annual amount needed to fully fund the insurance premiums and costs thus 
drawing down on this reserve each year. We anticipate the $3M above the minimum reserve 
level will be drawn down within 2 years, at which point allocations to departments will need 
to be increased, which will be a budget pressure on departments at that time. 

 
Questions from Councillor Swanson: 
 
2. Could we get the $500,000 for SRO vacancy control implementation out of the EHT? 

 
The vacancy control program would not be funded by EHT.  The use of EHT funds is 
outlined in the Vancouver Charter which states that the city may use monies raised from a 
vacancy tax only for the purposes of ‘initiatives’ respecting affordable housing and for the 
administration and collection of the vacancy tax.  An initiative would include projects that 
have specific objectives with measurable outputs and a definitive time horizon to deliver the 
objectives.  The best example of EHT funding initiatives are one-time funding and/or capital 
where it creates new housing unit. The EHT revenue is not a predictable and permanent 
revenue source as the main objective of the EHT is to improve vacancy rates to healthier 
levels of (3-5%) from the average observed levels of 1% (temporary 2% during COVID lock-
down) and the EHT would diminish as it achieves its objective.  As such, aside from EHT 
funding for administration and collection of the vacancy tax, as outlined specifically in the 
Vancouver Charter, ongoing costs should be funded by other ongoing revenue sources.   
 
The costs of the SRO vacancy program will be ongoing and not a one time initiative, and 
therefore, it would be funded by a regular ongoing funding source and not EHT.  We do use 
EHT for one time implementation costs of programs where appropriate - in this case the one 
time costs are very minor (~$3k) relative to the ongoing program costs of $497k. 
 
Currently, the available EHT funds are fully allocated (contingent on budget approval) to 
projects that support these EHT funding criteria. 
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Questions from Councillor Carr: 
 

 
3. What are the equivalent tax increases (beyond 5%) of $600,000 (VFRS restoring core 

business vacancies) and of $3.3M (VFRS growth plan-2021 operational review)?  
 
The equivalent tax increase for restoring core business vacancies will be 0.1% and for 
VFRS growth plan – 2021 operations review will be 0.4%. 1% property tax increase is 
equivalent to $9 million.  
 

4. Office of the AG: What is the base budget/staffing levels? What exactly is the $1.2M to 
be used for? If it’s partly start-up work - could some of that work be done with one-
year contracts to set up the office? 
 
The $1.2 million increase to the Auditor General’s budget was provided as a placeholder 
pending presentation of his budget to the Auditor General Committee.  As called for under 
the Auditor General Bylaw, the Auditor General’s budget is considered separately from the 
City’s budget.  The Auditor General will provide a presentation on the proposed 2022 budget 
for the Office of the Auditor General on Nov. 26th to the Auditor General Committee.   That 
presentation will confirm the budget amount being requested and the uses of funds, both for 
one-time start up and ongoing costs.   The budget recommendation of the Auditor General 
Committee will then be forwarded to Council for Council’s consideration as part of the draft 
2022 budget.   Any specific questions should be sent to the Chair of the Auditor General 
Committee.    

 
5. Library Fine-Free – Can we do fine-free for one-time again? What was the 2021 cost?  

 
Undertaking an annual fine forgiveness campaign is not recommended given the heavy 
demand on resources combined with the short-lived benefits of a time limited event. 
 

1. Even though we saw strong participation in the two-week event (22k patrons had debt 
forgiven, totally $505k), there are still approximately 50k patrons who continue to be blocked 
from using the library due to outstanding charges.  While many patrons benefited from 
having their accounts cleared, a one-time event does not address the systemic barriers that 
fines create.  As soon as the event is over, many patrons are faced with new debt 
accruing.  This prospect prevents many from returning to the library on a regular basis.  

2. Developing and implementing the two-week campaign required significant resources and 
effort from VPL staff.  The 2021 campaign cost approximately $102k (staff time of $42k, and 
hard costs for marketing and promotion of $60k).  An annual campaign is expected to cost 
at least $75k.  This would be better applied to offsetting the fines through a permanent fine 
free model.  

 
Going permanently fine free would also enable VPL to eliminate credit card processing at all 
self-service checkout stations system wide, saving technology costs of over $100k every two 
to three years. 
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3. ACCS Council Motion MMIWG/RWR – Can we do one-time specifically for early quick 
start actions, noted as one of the deliverables?  
 
ACCS has included this request in the +5% prioritised list of initiatives for council 
consideration to support two quick start items in advance of the final report out to Council, 
currently scheduled for June 2022. We are currently recommending one-time funding for 
2022, anticipating that the final report back will likely see some recommendations that 
require multi-year funding. A memo describing the quick starts should be received by 
Council by the end of this week. 
 

4. Park Board Park Rangers and Supplies – Can we do one-time for supplies? Is it 
possible to either do 16 rangers for 1 year or 8 for 2 years?  
 
Supplies for park rangers is considered one time and is $0.1 million of the $1.0 million 
request for 2022.  The total $1.8 million request for funding is phased over 2 years with $1.0 
m in 2022 and the remaining $0.8m to be requested in 2023.  The plan is to hire 8 regular 
full time rangers in 2022 and the remaining 8 in 2023.  Given these staff are regular full time, 
ongoing funding is required.  
 
 

5. City Clerk 19 month TFT assistant to Council Committees – Is this necessitated by 
some Clerking Staff moving to election duty?  
 
No, this initiative is not related to staff moving to election duty.  
Additional funding is required to staff this position due to a temporary staff accommodation 
as per CUPE 15 collective agreement. 

 
 
6. Core Business – FRS Financial Reporting – this seems to be required by PSAB and 

thus seems essential, so why is it not included in the 5% base?  
 
This would be a new position for 2022. The 5% base budget does not include any net new 
additions over 2021 and these were instead included on the +5% prioritisation list for council 
consideration. If this position is not approved, the department would need to backfill this 
critical work through reassignment of existing resources which would in-turn create 
pressures and risks in other areas of financial reporting.     
 

7. Re: PDS Housing Policy FTE position for 2 years:  Could this be a one-time (2022) 
position in order to achieve data, metrics, refreshing of Housing Vancouver plan pre-
election?  
 
These two positions are existing RFT positions that were transferred to PDS without a 
funding source. We are not asking for additional (new) positions, but rather for a source of 
funds to maintain current staffing levels. Funding the positions for a short period of time to 
undertake specific work items does not address this issue.  
 
The loss of these positions from the Housing Policy and Regulation Division would have 
significant impacts on our ability to deliver on our core functions, most notably research, 
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data collection, monitoring and reporting functions that are key to the success of any 
housing policy group.  
 
If one time funding would be approved for this initiative, it would address the issue for 2022 
only. However, ongoing funding will be required for 2023.  

 
8. Have we had discussions with Vancouver Coastal Health providing specific funding 

for the VFRS permanent overdose outreach captain? If so, what is their response? If 
not, can we ask?  
 
We have not had any discussion with Vancouver Coastal Health. Overdose Response Team 
is already a joint approach with City funds for one staff and Vancouver Coastal Health fund 
for their one staff. The Overdose Captain position was the Mayor’s initiative and was added 
to 2021 budget at the very last stage. Coastal Health’s Overdose Outreach Team has 
matched VFRS’ ability to staff this team, and will allocate resources as needed if VFRS can 
increase its commitment. 
 

9. Engineering PW/Neighbourhood Transportation – can we do this one-time, focusing 
on improvements in priority/targeted neighbourhoods – almost like a pilot?  
 
The funding for the Neighborhood Traffic Management program is intended as a pilot on the 
Adanac overpass and the surrounding area, as well as Strathcona, with a focus on the rail 
crossing. In early 2022, Transportation will present to Council a strategy that addresses the 
longer term. Funding could be one-time but will require more funding in 2023 if the 
neighbourhood transportation initiative is to continue. 

 
 

10. Engineering asked for $150,000 ongoing for Film and Special Events. Are these 
increasing? What is the need beyond what staff have been doing?  
 
In 2021, the staffing was decreased from usual levels, due to public heath restrictions. In the 
2022 budget, majority of the funding, $1.9 million has been reinstated and this additional 
amount would restore it to pre-covid levels. This amount is needed with the projected 
comeback of events in 2022, and will restore funding and staffing to the levels that were in 
place in pre-Covid, before the public health restrictions were imposed. 
 

11. Engineering Enhanced Street Cleaning – Can we do one-time, especially focused on 
DTES grants and the feces pilot?  
 
Yes, this can be one-time, as it was in 2021, but current levels of cleaning are predicated on 
one-time funding, and will require funding again in 2023, should the need to maintain current 
levels continue past the one-time funding timeline. 
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12. Re: Engineering Utilities Superintendent Landfill/Transfer Stations: Is this a new 

fulltime permanent union position, or is it replacing currently unionized staff in acting 
positions? Can this be a one-time (2022) position?  
 
The positions are new exempt position to replace currently unionized staff in acting 
positions. These positions address unionized staff acting in superintendent roles, and the 
funding would be ongoing. 
Due to current shortfall of supervisory roles, the Landfill and Transfer Station operating 
budget is seeing an increase in overtime done by other staff to provide management and 
supervisory support at Vancouver Landfill and Transfer Station in order to maintain current 
level of operations and service levels. The salary for these 2 positions ($240K) will be offset 
by the reduction in overtime required ($100K) resulting in the net budget request of $140K. 
The budget request will be funded through User Fees (Tipping Fee revenues) out of which 
50% will be recovered through Metro Vancouver as per the revenue and cost sharing 
agreement 
 

13. Re: Vancouver Plan - Sheet 2: Expenditure budget (reductions/increases) included in 
5% scenario notes a $2.8 million 2022 budget for the Vancouver Plan, but in the notes 
state that 2021 YTD expenditures are $2M out of a $4.1M budget, with of number of 
engagement items panned for the fall and a projection to spend the remaining budget 
by year-end. I note also that the planned December engagement has been delayed to 
Spring, 2022. Will that delay result in excess budget for 2021 and, given that, as well 
as the expectation of a Spring, 2022 final plan report to Council, create an opportunity 
to reduce the $2.8M budget for 2022. If so, reasonably by how much?  
 
Staff are not aware of a delay in engagement (Dec 2021 – spring 2022) as noted above:  
• The 2021 YTD expenditures of $2M as of August, before the Fall Engagement 

expenditures were incurred.  
• Vancouver Plan’s Fall Engagement launched October 25 and will run until November 25 

and the remaining 2021 budget will be allocated to support this, along with technical 
analysis and staffing. The fall engagement has included extensive on-line and in-person 
events and media and all budget is anticipated to be spent. 

• The 2022 budget request of $2.8 million will support delivery of a draft plan in March, 
spring engagement, final plan in mid-2022 followed by early implementation scoping in 
the last quarter.  

• The technical work and spring engagement to support the Draft Plan along with staffing 
are included in the $2.8 million request, which has already been trimmed significantly 
from our original budget. 

• Along with the deliverables of the proposed Vancouver Plan (mid 2022) and scope of the 
implementation framework in late 2022, the budget request of $2.8 million is considered 
lean to deliver the four deliverables in 2022.  
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14. What impact does the failure of the recent Council vote on the Climate Emergency 
Parking Plan have on the budget and planned activities for CEAP in 2022?  The 
parking plan report estimated it would have generated c. $20M/year). Are we making 
up for that loss in other ways?  
 
In 2022, CEPP was anticipated to generate 6.4M to 9.6M in net revenue. 
 
An example bundle of projects that could have been completed with this revenue in 2022 is 
(these amounts are approximate and can be scalable based on available funding): 
 

Install 5 – 10 new pedestrian signals to provide safer crossing opportunities that will 
encourage walking 

Install 5-10 fast charging stations that provide fast and easy public charging opportunities 
for hybrid and electric vehicles 

Install 100 – 150 Level II charging stations with an emphasis on rental buildings 

Infill 50-100 missing curb ramps to improve accessibility and the walking experience for all 

 
Revenue collected in 2022 could also have been set aside to fund other projects in later 
years that may require more planning and lead time such as implementing special priority 
lanes for buses, improving infrastructure for walking and cycling, planting trees in 
underserved neighbourhoods, and improving pedestrian and cycling connections to rapid 
transit stations. 
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MEMO #3 Responses to Questions – November 18th: 

Questions from the November 2nd Meeting: 
 

1. In regards to Community Policing Centres (CPC), how much funding is related to 
rent? Of the $250k not included in the 5%, what does that mean for Community 
Policing Centres (CPC) offices? 

 
There are 11 CPCs of which nine are independent not-for-profit organizations and two are 
managed directly by the VPD. Depending on the location of the CPC, rent can equate to 
approximately 50% of the total CPC funding received.  
 
The nine not-for-profit CPC’s receive an annual amount of $172,947 and the two VPD 
managed CPCs receive $113,636. 
 
In order to continue to provide the necessary service levels, and pay their employees a 
living wage, since the CoV is a living wage employer, each CPC must raise extra money 
through fundraising and various grant applications.  However, COVID has significantly 
impacted fundraising efforts and their annual funding has been further exacerbated.   

 
 
2. Engineering and Parks pay police for their work on Street sweeps and in parks 

(with people who are homeless).  Can we find out how much is spent on each of 
these by the city?  

 
From 2019 – 2021, the VPD incurred approximately $970,000 of overtime costs to ensure 
public safety at various en/decampments, assist park rangers, and as requested by City 
Engineering, accompany their staff when cleaning the streets. Of the total overtime cost 
incurred over three years, the City funded a total of $590,000 and the remaining amount of 
$378,000 was unfunded overtime costs and had to be managed within VPD existing 
budgets.  
 
In addition to the incremental costs listed above, the VPD re-directed on-duty staff to ensure 
public safety and the approximate amount is $515,000. Re-directing on-duty staff to these 
locations meant that other areas within Vancouver did not have police presence or did not 
respond to lower priority calls for service.  

 
3. Address all the possibilities of funding strategies for childcare that will 

incorporate the various motions from last years in one report. 
 

ACCS will be bringing forward a Childcare Strategy in 2022 that consolidates the two 
existing Council motions and brings forward recommendations for actions to address the 
childcare gap, including recommendations for approaches to City financial support, senior 
government partnerships, and incentives for the development of childcare. Strategy is 
planned to be presented to Council in Q2 of 2022. 
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4. A. Follow up on service delivery for front lines, there was request for FTEs and 
policy work - how can we accomplish this without the financial challenges - how 
can it be embedded with the existing staff?  

 
With regard to the Nighttime Economy Strategy, ACCS staff are working beyond capacity at 
the moment and so asking staff to take on the development of a new strategy without 
additional staff resources would require clear Council direction on what they should stop 
working on to enable that new focus. Additionally, ACCS does not have unallocated strategy 
development funds to support community engagement, research, etc. and so would require 
additional funds to conduct these activities to support the development of a new strategy. 
Not noted at the public Council meeting, is staff advise against initiating the nighttime 
economy strategy at this time – the sectors are still adjusting to COVID and this strategy 
should nest within a larger economy strategy. 
 
 
B. What are the VEC items under the Council priority to protect and build a resilient 
local economy? 
 
The following is to provide background information relevant to VEC-related questions raised 
by Mayor and Council at the November 2, 2021 council meeting on the City of Vancouver’s 
2022 Budget. These questions relate to the VEC items under the Council priority to protect 
and build a resilient local economy presented as outlined in the additional supporting 
document, sheet 1.   
 

Executive Summary  
For the last six years, COV has provided core funding to VEC of $3.1m per annum, without 
any inflationary increase. In 2020-2021, VEC significantly reduced expenditures and the 
team size to be able to operate within the same core budget for 2022. This included 
accommodating cost inflation, cost reductions in non-core costs, fair salary adjustments in 
line with COV, a significantly reduced lease, a 25% reduction in full time equivalent 
employees, and the establishment of a capital replacement and business contingency 
reserve.  
 

VEC acknowledges COV’s significant funding challenges. The table below outlines where 
VEC can progress some of this work in the event that additional COV funding is not 
secured. VEC significantly values all of these priorities and are committed to progressing 
those we can, as part of our core funding or alternative funding sources. However, VEC will 
be constrained, as COV funding and both COV and VEC staff capacity is essential to 
progress them in a meaningful way. 
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Protect and Build a Resilient Local Economy: 

Initiative Name Total $ VEC 2022 focus within current core budget  

Vancouver Economy 
Strategy 2030 (Year 
1 costs) 

$100k VEC would begin with defining a 3-5 year vision for 
VEC with specific VEC corporate metrics and 
progressive economic metrics for the City of 
Vancouver.  
This would include engagement with key 
stakeholder groups.  
The full Economic strategy could then follow in 
2023. 
Note the current Vancouver Economy Strategy was 
published in 2011 

Circular Economy 
Strategy (Year 1 
costs) 

$150k VEC will continue to progress the following 

initiatives in-lieu of a comprehensive circular 
economy strategy:  
1. business incubator for circular economy ventures,  

2. Greater Vancouver Circular Economy Network convening 

series and establishing a Community of Practice, 

3. Circular Economy of Food Study,  

4. Circular Food Innovation Lab,  

5. supporting the Green Industrial Innovation District,  

6. advising the Just Circular Recovery and Transition 

program, and  

7. participation in the Canadian Circular Cities and Regions 
program. 

Night Time 
Economy Strategy 
(Year 1 costs) 

$300k N/A - On-hold unless funding for additional COV 
and VEC resources and stakeholder engagement is 
available 

 
Note that VEC seeks and secures non-COV funding, enters into partnerships, and secures 
additional staffing through student and intern programs, all with the focus to be able to 
deliver more. Note core operating costs for VEC are rarely eligible from these alternative 
fundings sources. 

 
 

5. Confirm the date when Auditor General will be presenting to Council for approval 
of their budget. 

 
The Auditor General will provide a presentation on the proposed 2022 budget for the Office 
of the Auditor General on Nov. 26th to the Auditor General Committee. The budget 
recommendation of the Auditor General Committee will then be forwarded to Council for 
Council’s consideration as part of the draft 2022 budget.   

 
 

 
6. Report on core vacancies for firefighters and how does that compare to the Dark 

Horse review? Provide information on the 5-year growth plan of staff before 
COVID. (Revised response from Memo #1) 
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The Dark Horse growth plan originally approved included an increase of 122 positions over 
five years (2019-2023). 100 of these positions were to be frontline suppression fire fighters. 
As a result, of financial challenges due to COVID and Council’s direction to limit property 
taxes above 5%, the first three years of the growth plan have included funding for 40 
positions. The proposed 5% budget scenario further reduces the growth plan additions to 35 
positions that are fully funded.  
 
 

VFRS Growth Plan 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Total 

Original proposed Darkhorse 22 27 24 27 22 122 

Council approved and deferred 2019 7 35 30 28 22 122 

Council approved and deferred 2020 5 35 0 60 22 122 

Proposed 2022 budget 5% 5 30 0 0 87 122 

 

 
 
Councillor Swanson’s questions  
 
7. What is the vacancy tax reserve and how much is in it, and what is it reserved for?  

 
The Vacancy tax reserve is also known as Empty Homes Tax (EHT) reserve. Use of EHT 
funds is outlined in the Vancouver Charter which states that the city may use monies raised 
from a vacancy tax only for the purposes of ‘initiatives’ respecting affordable housing and for 
the administration and collection of the vacancy tax.   
 
An initiative would include projects that have specific objectives with measurable outputs 
and a definitive time horizon to deliver the objectives. The best example of EHT funding 
initiatives are one-time funding and/or capital where it creates new housing unit. The EHT 
revenue is not a predictable and permanent revenue source as the main objective of the 
EHT is to improve rental vacancy rates to healthier levels of (3-5%) from the average 
observed levels of 1% (temporary 2% during COVID lock-down) and the EHT would 
diminish as it achieves its objective.  As such, aside from EHT funding for administration and 
collection of the vacancy tax, as outlined specifically in the Vancouver Charter, ongoing 
costs must be funded by other ongoing revenue sources.  
 
The revenue collected from EHT since inception was $106 million, and $80 million has been 
spent or fully committed to support CHIP Grants, property and land acquisition and a variety 
of programs and initiatives supporting maintenance and/or access of affordable housing. 
Additional $26 million was collected since the last budget cycle and staff has put forward a 
full allocation of $26 million in the upcoming budget (operating and capital) proposal and if 
approved by Council, will fully commit all EHT revenue dollars collected so far.  
 
Council will be receiving the annual EHT report shortly with details on the allocation of the 
revenue collected in 2021. 
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8. Could we give $s for Community Policing Centres (CPC’s) directly to the centres and 
not have it flow through the police? 
 
City staff and the Vancouver Police Department (VPD) worked together to determine the 
best avenue for the CPCs to receive funding. A flow-though in the VPD’s budget would 
ensure guaranteed funding for each of the CPCs. Otherwise, each CPC would need to apply 
for a grant on an annual basis, and funding would not be guaranteed.   
 
It was agreed that it would be a flow through in the VPD’s budget to provide sustainable 
operational funding for CPCs who partnered with the VPD to improve community livability 
and security for our citizens. The VPD would oversee it as part of a service level 
expectations from each of the CPCs.  
 
On March 3, 2005 (RTS 4813), an agreement between the Vancouver Police Board, City of 
Vancouver, and CPC Societies that merges services and indemnity into one was entered 
into (Community Policing Centre Operations and Indemnity Agreement). In general, the 
agreement encompasses funding; universal requirements for operation; core activities; 
Neighbourhood Police Officer assignment; security and training of staff; performance 
reviews; indemnification; termination clauses and notices; and, general information 
regarding operations and financial accountability. 
 
To change the current flow of funds, the VPD would require another city department to 
determine the appropriate funding mechanism.  
 
Further history of the CPCs operations can be found in the link below and the attached pdf.  
Community Policing Initiatives and Funding - January 11, 2005 (vancouver.ca) 

 
 
9. What is the $1.5 million for tiny houses for?  Is it just another report or would it 

actually result in some tiny houses being set up?  
 
Staff will be sharing a memo with Council shortly on next steps to create a tiny shelter pilot. 
 
 

10. What is the $300K for the MMIWG and RWR reports for?  Would it actually implement 
anything or just another report? 
 
Early actions include funding to Moccasin Mafia, a grassroots group of Indigenous Elders 
and women who do outreach in the DTES and other neighbourhoods to connect with 
Indigenous women, provide food, and connect to housing, services and supports, including 
those related to safety.  
 
(Please see Memo #1 Question 14 for additional information)  
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11. Motion - That the City of Vancouver reassign a dedicated full-time planning 
position to focus on older adults across city departments and liaise with 
external agencies.  
Could staff say whether its likely that a staff person could be reassigned as is asked 
for in this motion from the seniors committee?  And if so, what the reassigned staff 
person would not be doing cause they would be doing senior stuff? 
 
Should Council direct staff to re-assign a planner to take on this work, other priority work that 
Council has directed or is important to Council would need to stop. This could result in a 
reduction in work on the urban health issues such as drug policy, poverty reduction, sex 
worker safety initiatives, community economic development efforts (e.g., street vending), or 
significantly reduce our ability to administer social grants. Staff requests Council to either 
provide direction as to what work should stop in order to take on the work described or 
assign funds to support the creation of a new position. 
 
 

12. In regards to Vancouver Plan $2.8M for development of the plan and implementation, 
what does that look like? Provide specific details on the Vancouver plan. 

 
The 2021 base budget for Vancouver Plan was $0.8M. The 2022 incremental budget 
included in the 5% scenario to deliver Vancouver Plan is $2.8M, for a total of $3.6M in 2022.  
 
The majority of the incremental $2.8M Budget is for staffing (61%), Partnerships (MST & 
MVEAC (7%)), Consultation and Communications (23%), Consulting and Technical analysis 
(9%).  
 
Of the total $3.6M budget for 2022, $3.0M is for delivery of the plan and $0.6M is for 
preliminary implementation. 

 

The $3.6M budget for 2022 is required for the following major deliverables: 
 
1. Draft Plan (Report Reference to Council): March  

a. Draft city-wide Land Use Plan reflecting feedback from the public during the Fall 
2021 engagement 

b. Supporting directions and policies as heard from the public during the Fall 2021 
public engagement 

c. Technical analysis by consultants (e.g. growth projections) to support directions and 
policies  

  
2. Spring Public Engagement on Draft Plan: March – April 

a. Robust engagement with First Nations, broad public, stakeholders and other 
governments on Draft Plan – in person and virtual 

b. Marketing campaign to support public engagement activities 
c. Consultant to help deliver the engagement activities 
  

3. Vancouver Plan delivered to Council for consideration – June/ July 
a. High level Land Use Plan reflecting feedback from the Spring 2022 public 

engagement 
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b. Comprehensive set of policies refined from the Spring 2022 public engagement 
c. Broad Implementation Framework with recommendations for the Implementation 

Strategy Phase for Vancouver Plan 
  

4. Implementation Timeline and Strategy : July – Dec  
a. Equity Strategy for Land Use Planning and Decision Making 
b. Land Use Plan Implementation Strategy 

i. Framework for new area planning, updating plans, streamlining policy plans 
c. Public Investment Strategy 
d. Metrics and Monitoring Strategy 

 
Additional funding required for the implementation, for example to advance area and 
infrastructure plans and bylaws for affordable housing, will be requested as part of the 2023 
Budget Process.     
 
 

13. What is the $423K for technology services?  Is this part of trying to make permitting 
more efficient and how does it relate to the $1M set aside for this? 
 
The $423K investment request is for technical consultancy and is expected to deliver a 
detailed assessment of how PDS can best leverage the appropriate City’s technology 
platforms (e.g. POSSE,ESRI etc.). This includes an assessment of PDS’ data needs; 
corporate requirements/expectations, a best practice review, a review of current policy/data 
management procedures and processes and a clear understanding of what’s needed to 
bring the usage of the City’s technology platforms by the PDS department up to standard 
and in-line with other comparable cities, an implementation timeline and a high level cost to 
implement sufficient to inform a future budget request. Included is a resource request to 
project manage this consultancy and ensure timely delivery of COV inputs. This request is 
not related to the $1.0M approved for the permitting task force.  

 
With respect to the $1M in funding for Permit and Licensing Modernization, the proposed 
spend plan will focus on the following areas: temporary resource support, enhanced 
customer facing digital service experiences and digital foundation work. Expected outcomes 
or accomplishments expected from these spends include: 

 
1. Continued ability to deliver on prioritized Task Force opportunities 
2. Continued improvement of customer inquiry response and update times 
3. Introduction of new digital service offerings (areas under assessment include: online 

application for new business licenses, multi party digital collaboration of electronic 
plans (ePlan enhancement), use of pre-approved artefacts to simplify related 
permitting processes) 

4. Design and initial iterations of the Digital Transformation program’s foundational 
digital architecture (supports IDDA related work) 
 

The City has also received $500K in funding for its proposal of an Interactive Digital 
Development Application (IDDA) journey. IDDA will bring together digital regulations, 
business rules and conditions with existing geo-spatial data and digital journeys to provide 
timely, accurate, predictable and consistent experiences for customers and staff. 
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Councillor Boyle’s questions  
 
14. Sheet 2 lists a number of vacancy savings from Park Board (including $459,000 

focused on cleanliness and safety in speciality and neighbourhood parks) – wouldn’t 
it make more sense to reinstate these vacancies before adding new funds to Park 
Board? 

 
The 2022 budget process came with some difficult trade-offs within the Park Board 
Budget. All departments are required to hold vacancies in order to balance the Citywide 
budget (Park Board $1.1M).  Staff recommend Council add these vacancy savings back to 
the base budget as a first priority. In addition, Park Board has some high priority requests in 
critical areas that need to be raised and considered as part of the 2022 budget and have 
been included in the +5% list (e.g. Park Rangers).  
 

15. On Sheet 1, under Core Business, why is the Britannia Youth Worker position listed 
here? It seems like such a small amount. Is it just that there was a vacancy and so it 
was an easier position to leave un-filled? Or is there other context here we should 
know? This seems like a worthwhile position, and relevant to our equity and 
Reconciliation work.  

 

In the 2022 Draft budget 5% scenario, Britannia will continue to hold core vacancies by 
leaving the youth worker position unfilled ($0.05M) and phasing down of the ‘ambassador’ 
program ($0.3M). The service implication of leaving the youth work position unfilled is the 
lower engagement in one of Vancouver’s poorest neighbourhood with highest proportion of 
Indigenous and vulnerable youth and relevant to our high priority work on equity and 
reconciliation. 
 

16. On Sheet 1, under Core Business, the $672,088 listed for Enhanced Street Cleaning is 
a very specific number. Could staff outline what we have spent on street cleaning 
over the past few years (has the total been going up), and what is proposed within the 
5% scenario already? (On Sheet 2 it looks like there is $150,000 for micro-cleaning 
grants in the 5%.) And is there an option to do this as a one-time expense, or to 
partially fund this line item?  
 
In the 5% scenario, the city is proposing a $11.6 M budget in 2022 for Street Cleaning which 
is slightly higher than the 2021 budget of $11.3 M as a result of increase in fixed costs to 
manage Street Cleaning operations. The $0.1M in micro-cleaning grants is also included in 
the 5% scenario.  
 
The current 2021 service level for street cleaning reflects this $0.67 M in temporary funding. 
The 2022 budget does not include the continuation of the one-time Street Cleaning 
investment of $672,088 approved by Council in December 2020.  
 
The expiration of this one-time funding will lead to a reduction in the City’s current service 
levels, which were expanded to address ongoing encampment, transient and homelessness 
related challenges in the downtown core, downtown Eastside, Chinatown and the 
surrounding BIAs.  Funds were used to provide additional support in a number of service 
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areas including flushing, street sweeping, litter collection, abandoned waste pick up and 
clean up in hotspots around the downtown and surrounding areas.  

 
If council considers to fund the one-time Street Cleaning investment of $0.67M in the 2022 
budget, the City’s will be able to maintain the current service levels associated with 
encampments, transients and homeless impacts; which otherwise would have been reduced 
by approximately 50%. 
 
 
Background on 2021 funding decisions:  
During the 2021 Budget process, staff proposed a total of $1.55 M ongoing and $0.67 M 
one-time funding request in City’s Street Cleaning programs to address the challenges in 
maintaining public realm cleanliness. Out of the total funding request, the Council approved 
$1.4 M ongoing funding and $0.82 M one-time funding.  

 
Further breaking down the approved $0.82 M one-time funding: $0.15 M was allocated 
towards micro-cleaning grants with the remaining $0.67 M to address enhanced sidewalk 
cleaning, encampments, homelessness, street camping and vending in the DTES, 
Strathcona, Chinatown, Yaletown, Gastown, Hastings & Broadway area, and to support a 
feces removal pilot under the grant program.  
 
The $0.15 M funding request has been included as part of the 5% scenario to align with the 
original intent of ongoing funding of the micro-cleaning grants. The $0.67 M was requested 
as a one-time funding in 2021; given this level of service has been implemented in 2021, the 
discontinuation of this funding in 2022 is likely to result in increased challenges with 
maintaining public realm cleanliness to levels now expected.  This $0.67 M has been 
included as a request in the +5% scenario for consideration of on-going funding in the 2022 
budget. 

 
Street Cleaning Budget Trends: 
The following table outlines the 2017-2021 budget along with the percentage of budget 
spend in the given year for Street Cleaning.  Over the past 5 years, on average the City has 
spent approximately 91% of its expenditure budget.  
 

($ M)* 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021** 

Budget*** $9.25 $9.49 $10.22 $10.99 $11.30 

$ Spent and  
% of Budget 

$7.77 
84% 

$9.58 
101% 

$9.91 
97% 

$8.79 
80% 

$10.28 
91% 

*Figures agreed to the 2017-2021 budget numbers Engineering Service Plan section of the 2022 Budget Book. 
**2021 Budget is represented on a reinstated basis and does not include the one-time $0.82M funding approved 
by Council for additional Street Cleaning investment 
***The budgeted amounts do not include the transfers to fund future replacement of Street Cleaning fleet  

 
Following are the main reasons for underspend in previous years: 

 
1. 2021:  

1. Staff Shortage: For the first 8 months of 2021, there was significant staff shortages due to 
challenges in recruiting staff to fill vacant and new positions.  This resulted in an underspend 
in the 2021 labour budget.  
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2. Equipment Savings: Due to delays in receiving some of the new equipment, the forecasted 
expenditure for equipment is lower than budgeted. 
 

Since these issues have been resolved in the latter half of 2021, the City should be able 
to achieve its intended spend for 2021.  

     
2. 2020: Underspend due to the impacts of COVID-19 pandemic which resulted in 

challenges with hiring relief staff for the peak periods from April to September. 
3. 2018 & 2019: Expenditure was on target. 
4. 2017: The primary driver of the lower spend was delays in receiving new equipment to 

support expanded Street Cleaning operations that were implemented when recycling 
was turned over to RecycleBC.  

 

Councillor Hardwick’s questions  
 
17. Sheet 6 indicates that collective agreement costs associated with Police and Fire 

contracts are NOT included in the budget as presented, how does staff propose to 
account for these costs in the budget.  What will that mean for the indicated tax 
increase, i.e. How much will a 1% increase in salary costs increase taxes beyond the 
5%? 
 
In the 5% scenario for the 2022 Draft Operating Budget, the City has included a contingency 
funding for likely but unknown items such as outstanding collective agreements, if concluded 
in 2022.  
 
For Police and Fire unions, a 1% wage increase per year is estimated at $3.5 million, which 
is equivalent to 0.4% tax rate increase. 

 
18. How many positions are being held vacant now, what are their associated budget 

costs and when will staff propose they be added back to the budget?  Given that one-
time reductions proposed in Sheet 2 are temporary and the expectation is that they 
will be added back in the future, it would be useful to understand the potential liability 
being created.  A similar issue applies to all of the other one-time reductions of 
ongoing costs in the Sheet 6 budget.  
 
In the Draft 2022 Operating Budget, departments will continue to hold core business 
vacancies ranging between 0.5% - 2%, equalling $8.7 million and an additional $2.5 million 
in deferred investments.  The expectation is that any one-time reductions or deferrals will 
require ongoing funding in the 2023 budget including building back vacancies, capital 
transfers to support infrastructure renewals, replenishing reserves, etc. 
 
The estimated tax impact of the one-time reductions or deferrals is 1.3% property tax 
increase in 2023.  Staff will continue to monitor all other revenues returning to pre-pandemic 
levels to help offset some of this tax impact. 
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19. Given the one-time budget reductions and the liability for those that have been 
carried forward from 2021, what is the impact of using any of the $5.5 million in 
unallocated funding for new ongoing expenditures rather than limiting its use to one 
time items.  Or perhaps, given all of the one-time reductions in the budget (from prior 
year or the current proposal) what is the cost liability that we will face in future 
budgets and the tax implications?  

 
Of the $5.5 million, $4.5 million is one-time and $1.0 million is ongoing.   There will be no tax 
impact in 2023 when the $1.0 million is allocated to ongoing expenditures. However, if all or 
part of the $4.5 million is allocated to ongoing initiatives, it would create an additional impact 
of upto 0.5% property tax increase in 2023.  

 
 
Councillor Dominato’s Questions  
 
 

20. With respect to the $5.5M unallocated by staff:  
 
As noted above, Council can consider allocating $10M available including $9M for one-time 
funding and $1M as ongoing funding. 

 
• $4.5M for one-time initiatives – is this referring to operating (e.g. one-time grants) 

and/or capital expenditures? 
 
Based on council direction, $4.5M can be used for operating and capital initiatives. The 
options include:  
g) Address core service gaps by filling outstanding vacancies and adding back savings 

shown in "Sheet 2 - Included in 5%" 
h) Use to fund additional council priority initiatives and new council motions included in 

"Sheet 1: 2022 Prioritized list of initiatives - not included in the 5% base scenario” 
i) Use to reduce the tax increase in 2022 from 5% to 4.4% (primarily one time) 
j) Transfer to stabilization reserve 
k) Transfer to capital to support infrastructure renewal 
l) Or a combination of the above 

 
 

• Can the entire $5.5M be transferred to capital (as we already do) and applied as 
pay-as-you-go financing against capital projects? Or just $4.5M? 

 
The entire $10M could be transferred to capital based on Council direction. 
 

• Reducing the tax increase to 4.4% - does this assume the entire $5.5M unallocated 
funds? 
 
If Council were to allocate the $5.5M available towards a lower tax increase, the 2022 
property tax rate increase will equate to 4.4%. However, this helps lower the tax as a 
one-time measure for 2022 and will create pressure for 2023. 1% increase in tax rate is 
equivalent to $9 million. 
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MEMO #4 Responses to Questions – November 22nd: 

Questions from the November 2nd Meeting: 
 
1. When has staff gone through and compared the charter and other municipalities’ core 

services?  
 
 
Please refer to privileged legal memo from the city solicitor to Mayor and Council issued on 
November 30, 2020. 
 
 

2. In regards to Community Policing Centres (CPC), how much funding is related to 
rent? Of the $250k not included in the 5%, what does that mean for Community 
Policing Centres (CPC) offices?  
 
There are 11 CPCs of which nine are independent not-for-profit organizations managed by 
their own Board and two are managed directly by the VPD. Of the $700k that was initially 
requested in 2019, rent has increased approximately 40% from 2007 – 2019 and is only 
anticipated to increase again in the upcoming years. Depending on the location of the CPC, 
rent can equate to approximately 50% of the total CPC funding received.  
 
For 2021, the nine not-for-profit CPC’s receive an annual amount of $172,947 for each CPC 
and the two VPD managed CPCs each receive $113,636. In order to continue to provide the 
necessary service levels, and pay their employees a living wage, since the CoV is a living 
wage employer, each CPC must raise extra money through fundraising and various grant 
applications.  However, COVID has significantly impacted fundraising efforts and their 
annual funding has been further exacerbated.   
 
Note* - This response was included in Memo #3, and has been revised to add clarification 
around CPC’s budget.  
 
 

3. Why do CPCs managed directly by VPD get 57K each and those managed as non 
profits get 19K each?  
 
There are 11 CPCs - 9 are non-profits and managed by their own Boards and 2 are directly 
managed by the VPD.  For 2021, the 9 non-profit CPCs each receive $172,947 and the 2 
VPD managed CPCs each receive $113,636. 
 
In 2021, City Council approved an increase of $300,000 for the CPCs of which $31,111 was 
allocated to each of the 9 non-profit CPCs and $10,000 to each of the 2 VPD-managed 
CPCs.    
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4. What is the total number of sworn fire fighters and sworn police officers in 2020 & 

2021 compared to changes in the proposed 2022 budget? 
 

Fire:  
 
In February of 2018, Vancouver Fire and Rescue Services (VFRS) engaged Darkhorse 
Analytics for a Current and Future State Needs Analysis and at that time there were 731 
suppression firefighters. The original endorsed growth plan was to add 100 firefighters over 
5 years which would have brought the total to 831.   
 
Based on Council approvals, 5 additional firefighter positions were added in 2019 and 30 
additional firefighter positions in 2020, bringing the total number of suppression firefighters 
to 766 in 2020.   
 
In 2021, the recommended 25 fire fighter positions were deferred to future years and the 
total suppression fire fighter staff remained unchanged at 766.  
 
The 2022 Budget and the 5% scenario requires VFRS to hold 5 suppression firefighter 
positions vacant which would reduce suppression firefighters to 761. The table below 
provides a summary of the original endorsed VFRS Growth Plan.   
 

VFRS Growth Plan 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Total 

Original proposed Darkhorse 22 27 24 27 22 122* 

 

 
      Police: 

  
In 2009, the Vancouver Police Department was fully staffed with an authorized sworn 
strength of 1,327 sworn officers. In response to persistent budgetary pressures faced by the 
City leading up to the 2010 Olympic Games due to the global economic downturn of 2009, 
the VPD agreed to carry 42 sworn vacancies to be phased-in throughout 2010 and 
2011.While these vacancies were intended to be temporary, they quickly became 
permanent and actually increased in the following years, such that at the end of 2011, the 
VPD carried 57 sworn vacancies and by 2015, the VPD was compelled to carry a total of 59 
sworn vacancies. The funded strength of the VPD effectively decreased to 1,268 sworn 
officers (4.4% below 2009 staffing levels). 
 
In 2017, a second comprehensive Operational Review examined every aspect of the VPD in 
a detailed manner. The 2017 Operational Review concluded that the addition of at least 120 
sworn officers and 52 civilian staff was needed at the VPD. The Operational Review 
recommendations were approved by the VPD Executive, Police Board, City Manager, and 
two successive Councils (including current Council in 2018). A five-year implementation plan 
was developed and approved by same. 
 
Operational Review years 1-2-3 were implemented in 2018, 2019 and 2020 for a total of 80 
additional sworn officers. However, because of the 59 sworn vacancies that were never 
filled, the VPD only saw a net increase of an additional 21 sworn officers. 



In 2020, the VPD's authorized strength reached 1,348 sworn officers. This marked the first 
time since 2009 that the VPD was funded to have more than 1,327 sworn officers. 

For 2021, the VPD budget approved by City Council left a shortfall of approximately $5. 7 
million. This budget shortfall was equivalent to 61 fewer recruits. This means that the VPD 
was funded to have fewer officers than it had back in 2009. 

The 2022 draft budget includes $1.4 million worth of additional vacancies, which is 
equivalent to 15 fewer sworn recruit officers. This would increase the staffing gap to 55 
vacancies and would erase all the gains achieved subsequent to the recommendations from 
the Operational Review. VPD and Police Board do not agree with this reduction. 

Please see the below table outlining the various vacancies: 

Figure - VPD sworn vacancies from 2009 to 2022 budget proposed by City staff. 
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Councillor Swanson’s questions  
 

 
5. Is there any leeway in the 2.8M for Vancouver Plan?  Could we divert a little of that to 

a seniors planner like the Seniors Advisory Committee wants? 
 

1. The incremental $2.8M budget for 2022 for Vancouver Plan is tightly allocated to fund 
the existing staff team, partnerships with First Nations, technical studies, preparing 
communications materials, and conducting engagement. 

2. Proposed budget does not include funding for new staff.  Rather, PDS has been working 
to maintain or decrease staffing levels across all divisions and programs. 

3. PDS staff will continue to work with ACCS staff and other departments concerning 
seniors’ needs as part of policy development and implementation phase. 

 
 
Councillor Carr’s Questions  

 
6. Is it possible to achieve savings for CPCs through smaller/less expensive/shared 

office space? 
 

It is unclear if shared office space refers to sharing with another CPC or share office space 
with other businesses that are unrelated to the CPCs.  
 
The City of Vancouver consists of many unique communities and each CPC is situated in 
their respective neighbourhoods to serve the needs of the people who live there. Each CPC 
is run by board members from those neighbourhoods and will make decisions on what 
initiatives and activities the office will participate in. This will help direct resources to address 
the concerns and needs of each community. Moving or merging CPCs into a shared office 
space would defeat the purpose of community or neighbourhood policing centers.  
 
The current office spaces are maximized considering there are many volunteers among the 
eleven CPCs. These volunteers may work in small or large groups depending on the 
activity. Space is needed to accommodate these volunteers as they prepare for an event or 
train for a new activity. In 2018, approximately 1000 volunteers contributed over 60,000 
hours to the City.  
 
Storage for equipment is also required for volunteer events and outreach. High visibility 
jackets, garbage pickup equipment, equipment to paint over graffiti, stationary containing 
safety information, bicycles, and secure storage for found property are brought into the 
office.  
 
Quiet office space is sometimes used to bring in vulnerable people who are looking for 
advice or wanting to connect with other services. Citizens need a reception area to report 
suspicious activity or safety issues in their neighborhood. The front of each CPC must be 
professional, clean and practical allowing for the public to easily access services provided 
by the office in a private and confidential environment. To share office space with other 
societies or businesses is unpractical, confusing and limited.  Access to the office is 
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restricted for security reasons and to share space would be difficult as the entity sharing 
space must be appropriate.    

 
7. What is the $1.4M one-time for VPD “to restore 0.5% of core business vacancy 

savings”? What particular positions would be funded? 
 

 
The Draft 2022 Budget includes vacancy savings for VPD of .5% ($1.4 million) to balance 
the budget at a 5% property tax increase.  It should be noted that the VPD and the Police 
Board are not in agreement with this adjustment.    
 
This $1.4M reduction is in addition to the $5.7M funding shortfall from 2021, which equated 
to 61 fewer police recruit hires. By adding back the $1.4M to the police budget would mean 
that the VPD would not have to further delay the hires of 15 police officer recruits. The VPD 
is holding many vacancies and cannot continue to hold these vacancies moving forward. If 
the VPD is required to operate with a budget that is inadequate, then non-core, community-
based programs and positions may be impacted. 
 
 

Councillor Bligh’s Questions  
 

8. In addition to the philosophical reasons, it would be helpful to see a business case 
for fine free, and to further understand why an annual event is not the right solution.  
 
Developing and implementing the two-week campaign in 2021 cost approximately $102K 
(staff time of $42K, and hard costs for marketing and promotion of $60K). Council provided 
$150K to fund fine forgiveness. For VPL to undertake an annual campaign in future would 
cost at least $75K, leaving only $75K for the actual waiving of fines annually.  
 
The Library waived $505K in fines during the 2021 event. Although staff never expect to 
collect all of the fines that are incurred, the $505K waived is actually more than our total 
annual budgeted fine revenue of $475K. It was possible to take this risk because of staff 
savings due to COVID restrictions, but this contingency will not be present in future years. 
An annual event creates a high risk that the Library would miss its revenue targets by $200K 
or more every year, exceeding our annual budget.  Importantly, it also leaves the systemic 
barrier of fines in place for patrons, and many of them avoid the library altogether for fear of 
incurring charges. 
 
In comparison, if the Library’s revenue is increased by $475K permanently, we can establish 
an ongoing fine free service model. Without fines, the Library saves money and effort 
dedicated to handling fines, representing thousands of individual transactions every year 
and significant infrastructure costs. By removing Moneris PIN pads at self-checkout 
machines, we estimate that we could avoid approximately $100K in capital costs for 
upgrades every few years, as well as $18K in annual operating costs for the PIN pads. Our 
efforts for PCI compliance would be reduced as a result of fewer transactions, freeing up IT 
staff time for the many new demands of the digital environment (currently unfunded), and 
giving front line staff the capacity to support patrons with technology access and library 
services, instead of dealing with fines and the conflicts that arise from them. While it is 
difficult to quantify staff savings, it is likely that after the communication required in year one, 
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staffing of 0.5 FTE at Central Library to support fine-related transactions could be 
reallocated to support other equity priorities. We would examine this aspect after 
implementation. 
 

 

Councillor Hardwick’s Questions  
 
9. Is there evidence that a library being fine free increases material return?  
 

Staff have reviewed research reports gathering information from libraries that moved to fine 
free prior to 2019, and conducted a survey of libraries to gather more recent data in early 
2020. The rate of material return can be understood through three different library statistics: 
circulation, waitlist time, and recovered items that are long overdue. Because many libraries 
across Canada implemented fine free in 2019 and 2020, the library closures due to COVID 
mean that data for these libraries cannot be analyzed in a meaningful way. This reduces the 
number of systems that are reporting changes. 
  
The most commonly gathered statistic across libraries is library circulation. Most libraries 
report increases following a move to fine free; some report no change. It should be noted 
that libraries often report an increase in patrons/library card registration with the move to fine 
free, and this would also increase circulation. In order for circulation to increase, books must 
be available to borrow – therefore they must be returned.  
 
One of the early examples of fine free libraries is Stark County District Library (Ohio), where 
they waived overdue fees in 2014 and saw an 11% increase in circulation within one year 
and an increase in the number of visitors: https://www.aboutstark.com/life-style/ask-todd-
about-library-fines/. At Salt Lake Public Library, one year after implementing fine free service 
in 2016, they saw the number of items checked out increase 16% from the previous year, 
and they signed up 26,000 new cardholders:  https://slcpl.medium.com/the-fine-free-library-
one-year-later-d28c69743c15. In 2019 the City of San Francisco surveyed library systems 
that had eliminated fines, with seven reporting back. Of these, five saw increases in 
circulation and four saw an increase in the number of patrons using the library. (City and 
County of San Francisco, 2019. https://sfpl.org/sites/default/files/2020-02/Fine-Free-
Report011719.pdf ).  
 
Another statistic that some libraries are able to report is the rate of lost/not returned material 
before and after moving to fine free. The City of North Vancouver Library saw a 60% 
increase in overdue material returned or paid for after moving to fine-free in May 2020, as 
well as a drop in blocked borrowers from 10% to 2%, and an increase in active cardholders. 
Kansas City and Columbus report that more items have been returned/recovered.  
  
Average waitlist times are another measurement, however, these tend to vary widely 
depending on the item and the library’s policies related to acceptable waitlists. A few results 
follow. 
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VPL staff undertook a survey in early 2020 of libraries that had implemented fine free for at 
least one year to learn of their findings. Among the six libraries surveyed: 

• Denver waitlisted times fell 1% 

• Salt Lake City waitlist times did not change; there was a 10.9% increase in circulation and a 
10.8% increase in borrowers. 

• Kansas City more items were returned; there were no significant changes in circulation 

• Saint Paul circulation was up 1.8% with increases up to 13.2% at specific locations; active 
users were up 1.9% after multi-year declines 

• San Francisco saw no significant impact on waitlists or circulation. 

• Columbus saw overdue items increase, but more materials are being recovered 
 

You can see a map of urban libraries in North America that are fine free here: 
https://www.urbanlibraries.org/resources/fine-free-map and a list of Canadian libraries here: 
https://librarianship.ca/features/fine-free-libraries-in-canada/  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix 2 

MEMO - 2022 Draft Budget - Council Priorities Summary: 

COUNCIL PRIORITIES 

The purpose of this document is to provide Council with an overall summary of the City's 
existing and proposed investments included for consideration as part of the Draft 2022 budget 
related to the four Council priority areas, as a follow up item of the November 2 Council briefing 
session. 

In 2019, City Council established a set of priorities to focus the City's work on the issues and 
opportunities most important to the people of Vancouver. The public's priorities are re-
evaluated each year as part of the annual public engagement for the budget. Our primary 
priority is to maintain and improve the core services that meet the needs of residents every day 
- a goal Vancouver has in common with other municipalities. 

The four additional priorities shown below have helped City staff make decisions about which 
projects, initiatives and service improvements will best advance our work to address the key 
issues in our City, and these are reflected in the departmental service plans and budgets 
proposed for 2022. In 2020, Council also added a statement to reflect the importance of 
economic and community recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic. 

On the following pages, we have summarized by total dollar investment by priority included in 
the 5% base scenario in both the operating and capital draft budgets, along with some 
background of each priority. Initiatives from the prioritized list not included in the base 5% 
scenario are also listed. These investments would be prioritized for execution in future years or 
if revenues improve, or they can be added to the budget at Council's direction by increasing the 
tax rate or adjusting service levels (for ongoing initiatives), or by using funding from deferred 
capital projects or other one-time funding sources such as EHT (for one-time initiatives). 

A Deliver Quality Core Services that Meet Residents' Needs 

©lgagl ~ 
000 

~A~ ® 
Address Protect and Build Increase Focus Accelerate Action 

Affordability and a Resilient on Equity and on Climate Change 
the Housing Crisis Local Economy Critical Social Issues 

~ We will be flexible and quickly adjust within each priority 
~ to best support recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic 
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A D D R E S S  A F F O R D A B I L I T Y  A N D  T H E  H O U S I N G  C R I S I S   

Overall, our goal is to ensure that living in Vancouver 

supports residents of all incomes now and into the 

future.  While the area of Affordability includes items 

such as Housing, Childcare, Transportation and costs 

such as user fees for city services, including parks and 

recreation and library services, this document focuses 

primarily on further details regarding Housing as 

requested by Council. 

 

We have taken significant action in recent years to 

address the affordability crisis in our city, and to 

address issues of homelessness.  This has included the 

implementation of the Empty Homes Tax, with all net 

revenue from the program allocated to affordable 

housing initiatives.  Delivery of more housing, including 

social and low-income housing, is a collaborative effort 

across the City’s operations and there are 

dependencies on financial support from other levels of 

government.  The housing affordability and 

homelessness crisis is more pronounced during the 

COVID-19 pandemic.  

 

The purpose of this document is to provide a 

comprehensive list of existing spend/budget and 

investments not included in the 5% base 2022 Draft 

operating budget (for council consideration) to address  

Affordability and the housing Crisis, as a follow up item 

of the November 2 Council briefing session. 

 

 

City’s investment of $59 Million to Address Affordability and the Housing Crisis. The   investment 

includes specific initiatives and their associated costs that have been included for consideration as part 

of the Draft 2022 Budget and are directly aligned to this priority.  These amounts are in addition to $474 

million in previously approved capital project funding which will continue to be delivered in 2022, as 

part of the $690 million in city capital contributions in the 2019-2022 capital plan.   It is important to 

recognize that there is additional ongoing work across the City’s entire operations that can be difficult to 

capture but also reflects the increased focus on this priority.  $2.5 million in new operating budget 

investments aligned to Address Affordability & Housing Crisis of which $1.5 million is EHT funded and 

$1.0 million is property tax funded are included in table 3 for council consideration. 

 

 

 

$59m 

Capital investments

 $30 million

Existing Operating Activities

 $28 million

EHT-funded items that can be

included in the 5% base scenario

 $1.5 million

■ 

■ 

■ 
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT:  

The City’s Housing Vancouver strategy was developed to address the Housing Crisis in Vancouver, and 

the Departmental service plans and the 2022 budgets directly reflect the actions associated with this 

strategy and the ongoing work within the departments. The Housing Vancouver strategy outlines the 

key deliverables for housing particularly related to the delivery of housing for households with low and 

moderate incomes that cannot afford market housing. The City’s regulatory functions protect existing 

affordable housing stock and enables new housing to be delivered. These approaches are targeted to 

serve households in the middle income ranges. Advocacy to senior governments and partnerships across 

sectors are key factors in delivering housing at the lower income levels.  

 

In 2022, investments through the Operating and Capital Budget are focused on initiatives to address 

homelessness and housing insecurity, enhance supports to renter households and coordinate with 

senior government housing programs to attract as much investment from partners as possible.  

 

The proposed 2022 Operating Budget allocates $27.8 million to support City initiatives across three City 

Departments. This Budget enables Arts, Culture and Community Services to support VAHA and 

ACCS/VAHEF deployment of City assets for housing delivery will continue. ACCS will continue to provide 

supports for renters and for people experiencing homelessness, including supporting BC Housing to 

increase shelter capacity by launching the new navigation centre and working with both levels of senior 

government on an SRO revitalization strategy.  PDS and DBL will continue to prioritize and expedite the 

approval and permitting of affordable housing projects through the City’s regulatory approvals process. 

Housing Policy and Regulation functions, led by PDS, will focus on alignment and advancement of the 

City’s response to the Housing Crisis through significant planning programs, including the Vancouver 

Plan and the Broadway Plan.    

 

The Empty Homes Tax (EHT) provides a source of funding that does not impact the property tax rate. 

While the majority of EHT funding is allocated to support the acquisition and delivery of non-profit 

housing, a modest amount of EHT funding is available to support City initiatives. For 2022, the proposed 

budget includes $2.5 million in EHT funding to support additional initiatives (e.g. Regent & Balmoral).  

 

The focus of EHT capital funding continues to be grant allocations to non-profit partners to support 

community-based housing projects. Community Housing Incentive Program (CHIP) was approved by 

Council in October 2019. The program supports development and deepens affordability of social housing 

projects led by non-profit and co-op societies. It is anticipated that additional EHT funding will be added 

to the CHIP budget in 2022. In addition to making important contributions to deeply affordable housing 

projects, funding the City’s housing grant programs through EHT enables more traditional Capital Plan 

funding sources (e.g. DCL revenue) to be dedicated to land acquisition through the Capital Budget.  

 

The proposed 2022 City investments to address Affordability and the Housing Crisis are significant. It is 

anticipated that these investments will leverage many times this investment in senior government 

housing financing and funding, and in projects initiated by the community-based housing sector and the 

private sector. 
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Operating Budget: 

Many City departments were already addressing Affordability & Housing crisis in their existing 2022 

budgets.  

• Please refer to Appendix D in the 2022 Draft Budget Book for a comprehensive list of Priority 

Plans by service and Council priorities   

• 2022 Draft Operating budget – existing spend /budget aligned to Affordability & Housing Crisis 

(see table 1) 

• Not included in 5% base 2022 Draft Operating budget - aligned to Affordability & Housing Crisis 

for Council consideration (see table 3) 

  

Capital Budget: 

• 2022 Existing Capital projects are identified in table 2  

 

 

Table 1 – 2022 Draft Operating budget – existing spend /budget aligned to Affordability & 
Housing Crisis 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Department
2022 Existing 

$ in millions
Examples of priority plans

Arts, Culture & Community Services 8.0                            Non market housing Operated by the City, Childcare grants 

Development, Buildings & Licensing (DBL) 10.1                         Affordable housing (full end-to-end development process) 

Parks and Recreation 1.5                           
-The Leisure Access Program (LAP) provides low-income Vancouver residents with access to 

basic recreation programs and services at Park Board facilities at a reduced cost.  

Planning, Urban Design & Sustainability 7.6                           

 

 • Housing Vancouver implementation

 • Align the work of the Housing Policy and Regulation Division with the Vancouver Plan 
 • Affordable and priority housing teams 

Real Estate & Facilities Management 0.6                             • Developer-delivered Community Facilities 

Affordability and the Housing Crisis 27.8                        



Table 2 - 2022 Capital budget aligned to Address Affordability and the Housing crisis 
Counc ,I Pnoritv Addreu Affor<Silbi11ty iind the HoU51ng cns,s { S m 11ion5) 

MJIO Yeillf Capul Bu~eu. 

Ser\llceCaitf!!!Pl'Y l Sen.rlCeCar:~ory 2 S@ntce Cat~cry 3 Captal Bu:t;:et Pro,ect & Pr~ram Ni:IITI! Prev1101Sy ~d ~cit 2022 Total==qeet 

2019-2022 Affordable Housa'\C Plill'Wlirlig & Studies 25 0.7 3.1 
Affordable ~gStatf Researth 1.6 L6 
2019-2022 FtrnitU', f"om.nsand Ec,.tipmln fer Non-Market 

Non-f.t adtet Rental J C«y-OMted & Cay,-Operated ,.,.,..., OD 0.0 
Repac.emenr: of City-Opera!:i!ld Housing Residences OD 0.0 
R~aland bpansicn ofGranctvii!tN Fl"eHi!II SD s.o 

) City-OM\ed& PMnet-Op«r.i!d Coal Harbour - HcuSS\g 36.S 36.S 
ltde MomtM Neghbot.rhocxl House: Housirg ee-ebpnt,1t 1L3 1L3 
Piot Housirg .,ir:ia!:irte • ,Uy 2016 •D 4.0 
Redl!Yelopnen: of Rcddan lodge & Ew¥',le Saller Cen:er 58.3 58.3 

=i. Non-OcyHoos--CO"f-OM'ledland 201S-2018Housirc; l.MdAcqlAsitO'\ 85 8.S 
2019-2022 Housirg LandAcqUsiticwl uas 118.9 
Cc:11tribu:ion for Social Hol.eing Site - Nowmber 2017 13.0 13.0 
Ccntrlu.cion to Property Etdowment FUKl(PEF) for Social 1-t>usirg 

Site- Ncwem,« 2017 03 0.3 
Cc>op Luse Grid Program SD 8.0 
Houq Property h::quisiticn-JW( 2018 12.6 12.6 
landAcCJ,1isilion -Marth2016 4D 4.0 
land Pn!p-..tiat CCl5ls. Vllr'C.Ot.Nt11 Affordatfe Housirg Af.«q 1.4 L4 
Non-Marlce11: Housirg MdirgRehatillitilDon • Oecmt>« 2018 OD 0.0 
Par,nan: fo, Affordllb~ Houg\g l51•sb~ 4.9 4.9 
Pt1chase d 10SO b"po Bou~d 2.7 2.7 
Rm'W!diaT:O'I- Land Acqt.isition 1- Ma,ch2016 0.2 0.2 
RemecUatO'I - Land Acqt.isition 1 - Ma, 2016 03 (U 
RemediaT:O'I - Land Acqdsir:ion 2 - Match 2016 OD 0.0 
VMCOUI« AlfordableHoosin.gAgency- NewRennll Hotsrg lkiis 16.7 16.7 
Vancou,e, AtrordableHousin.gAgency Prelm FU\dirg us 1L8 

J Non-City Hol.6rg Nc:n-<lty Lard 2019-2022 Oli'l.r.c'MI Hoo sing Partnership Prog,am 0.4 L2 L6 
2019-2022 Conwn.inity Hoosin.g lrcenDw Program 26.7 26.7 
Alf«dable Hola1gGntflt- .lltt 2019 2D 2.0 
Capital O>n:ribu:ion - .llbileeRooms 0.2 0.2 
Gran: - Al:ira (420 ~ 0.4 o.• 
Gr..: - Urban Natn,e Ycuth Assoc:iilli:O'I 03 0.3 
Gr-an: - Urban N.ni\e Youth AssociaT:O'I (Tl!ff1)0r.wy Rebation) 05 o.s 
Gr~s- NPO lsse Rmewal Prognm 05 o.s 

I 
Non Market 1-busrg Grat1t Proc,am 0 .4 0.4 

Pwpose-&ik Rental & ~her J Purpose-Built Rmtal &. 01her Gr.nsfet Raw.al Prot«:Don &. Rebca'lion 15 LS 

., SROs ..i .sfOs 2019-2022 Si,gle Room 0::cl.C)ancy (SR~ Upgrade Granra'lg Prog,am 15 4.S 6.0 
Si~ Roc:rn Occupancy (SRO) Graru • Priwtfft ov.ned SRO s:odt 2D 2.0 

SuppcrtNeHousq -. St.1)pon:#eHouD1g 2019-2022 Supponiw l-btalg Grant Prcgr:am 05 o.s 0.9 
Feastilr.y-Pennanent MoclJtar Suppcrt:M Howrg IMS'tite 
(PMSIII 1.1 u 
Permanent Moad• Hou!l:q -Si~ Prepan11:ion 0 .4 0.4 

T eff1X>'111Y MocltliW Hoo sing Temporary Moo,ila, 1-busrg -Site Prepraition Com 4D 4.0 
lrlant, Toddler & Preschool (0.4 Ye.ws Old) I Cir;-Ov.ned 2012-2014 KMsin.gton O,ldc:are 6.8 6.8 

2019-2022 Reno.'ai:ions - Chldc•e hclbes(0-4 Ye.s) 0.2 0.2 
0-ldc:•ea:.GastONnP.riades 17.0 17.0 
0-ldc:ateA:i: Mar-pole Utra,y- Oesi&,1 35 3.S 
Grata - O,ildcar-e at 321 PrincessAwnUI!: 1D LO 
Lide Mo..-itai\ NecJlbotrhood House: 0.ldcare 23 2.3 
New 0,1::kare at MarJ)Ole-Oabi~e - Desgn 0.4 0.4 
RenewalofMa,pcleOakri~eCHldcare 1D LO 
VancDUfer School Board/ Cq'Olldcare Partnership PrO,ect 12.7 12.7 
Vl!IMDWer School Beard/ C«y Olldcare Pannerflp Pr eject - Coal 
Har-bcur - Chldcare 12.7 12.7 
V-a,we, School Boa,d / C&yO,idca,e "-trier ftp Prcject - Oawl 
L""d 93 9.3 
Vll!MOUU!I Schoel Boatd / C«y O,ildare Panne,ftp PrcjKt - Eric 
Hambe< 10.8 10.8 

VMCOUI« Sch::td Boiwd / Cir; Olide.au Pannentlip Project - flemi'IC 8.6 8.6 
Vancou,er Sc hod 8oard / Cir;Olildc:afe Pannerflp Project - Letd 
N-n 15 7.S 
Vancower School Board/ CityOlldc:are Pannentip Project -

'"'"""" 8.8 8.8 
West Fraser und5 Olldc:are 25 11.S 14.0 

◄ AICir;Fadities -4 AJICityfacilir:ies 2019-2022 Pl.-.,i,g& ~ch-Childcare Facii:ies 0.1 0.1 
2019-2022 PlamSl.g & ~ch-Marta Houmg 0.1 0.1 
2019-2022 Plami,,g &. ~ch-Non-Matte« Housirg 03 0.3 

J Cir;-Ov.ned l«d• MomtMI Negt\bof.rhood Hoos« Social Hots--C 2D 2.0 
< S.W ~ FloodM emen; & Shor-eint Prca:eaion 2019-2022 AffotdilbleHous-\ Ftetri:edSNM U ..... 11.6 1L6 
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Table 3 - Not included in 5% base 2022 Draft Operating budget - aligned to Affordability 
ft Housing Crisis for Council consideration 

0 . / 2022 F d" . . net1me un mg 
Department Initiative Detailed Description . Impact $ 

Ongoing Source 
, Millions 

Arts, Culture & Community Sel"\lke.s 

Arts, Culture & Community Service< 

Arts, Culture & Community Services 

Non market hou<lng operation< • Additional <upport for cleaning and <taff to manage 
Incidents when building< have po<ltlve Covid ea<e.s. 

Tiny home motion Implementation (Priority dependant on Council direction In Feb 
2022) 

SRO Vaeancv Control * 

Affordability and the Housing Crisis 

OngOh'C 0.5 

Onetime 1.S 

Ongoing 0.5 

2.5 

* Approved by Council November 17th subject to council budget approval on Dec 7th (not in original 
+5% distributed list) 
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PROTECT AND BUILD A RESILIENT LOCAL ECONOMY 

$37m 

■ Capital investments 
$5 m illion 

■ Existing Operat ing Activities 
$32 m illion 

Vancouver has a diverse and thriving local economy, 
and the City of Vancouver is working to provide the 
services, investment and support, land-use plans and 
regulatory environment that will promote and build 
resilience for local businesses and the economy. We 
also are working to make the city an attractive 
destination for new businesses, capital and talent. In 
response to the significant impacts to local businesses 
that had to suspend or modify their operations due to 
the pandemic, the City established dedicated support 
and liaison resources for businesses, collaborated with 
the VEC in advocacy to all levels of government, and will 
continue to support business recovery in 2022 and 
beyond. 

The purpose of this document is to provide a 
comprehensive list of existing spend/budget and 
investments not included in t he 5% base 2022 draft 
operating budget (for Council consideration) to address 
Council's Protecting and Building a Resilient Local 
Economy priority as a follow up item of the November 2 
Council briefing session. 

The total capital budget associated with this in 2022 is 
approximately $5.0 million and the total operating budget is approximately $32 million. $0.9 million in 
new operating budget investments aligned to Protect and Build a Resilient Local Economy are 
included in table 3 and for Council consideration. 

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 
Protecting and Build a Resilient Local Economy requires integrated initiatives and a focused approach. 
Departments across t he City, the Vancouver Economic Commission (VEC), our local partners, and 
external agencies play a significant role in supporting and advancing a healthy economy. In 2022, 
coordinated efforts will be critical to our success. 

Continuing to focus on City Council's priorities will reinvigorate Vancouver's economy by streamlining 
and facilitating development permitting, furthering affordable and rental housing initiatives, progressing 
commitments on the Climate Emergency Action Plan, and advancing major land use planning efforts 
such as the Broadway Plan, Vancouver Plan, Rupert/Renfrew station and t he Jericho Lands Planning 
Program. Other key initiatives included in the priority plans provide immediate and sustained support 
to BIAs, local business and partnership programs, cultural industry support, VEC's work, further process 
improvements, efficiencies and program development in response to evolving federal and provincial 
regulations (e.g. cannabis production and ride hailing); maintaining temporary plazas, enhance patio 
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program and collaborating with the motion picture industry. These programs, projects and initiatives 

will create a strong economy focus for the City throughout 2022. 

 

Highlighted key initiatives within the 5% tax scenario: 

 

• Economic and employment lands policy —In partnership with the VEC, PDS will lead the 

economic development planning components of the Vancouver Plan process with an emphasis 

on industrial lands. We will develop, refine and implement policies and plans to support 

equitable and inclusive economic growth in Vancouver, including implementation of zoning and 

regulatory changes identified through the Employment Lands and Economy Review. 

 

• Small business policy and recovery initiatives — Extend current work to include coordinating and 

linking small business initiatives (e.g., split tax assessment, commercial tenant protection, Digital 

Main Street, the Commercial Renovation Centre, BIA maintenance, safety and security 

programs, and pandemic-related on-street programs like temporary patios and room to queue) 

across the organization. This program links with various economic recovery item actions. 

 

• Development contribution monitoring and revenue protection forecasting — We will continue 

to assess and provide increased analysis and monitoring of development contributions (e.g. 

Comprehensive DCL Update), market conditions/forecasting, and enhanced process for 

anticipating revenue projections from development (e.g., DCL Pipeline review). We will build on 

the enhanced process to monitor the pandemic market conditions and inform the City’s capital 

budgeting processes and Capital Delivery Oversight Committee decision-making. 

 

• Vancouver Plan: Planning Vancouver Together is a robust engagement process that aims to 

reflect the diversity of our population in creating a long-term, strategic and actionable 

Vancouver Plan. The process launched in the fall of 2019 and is currently in the third of four 

phases to deliver the proposed Vancouver Plan for Council’s consideration in Q2/3 of 2022.  The 

plan will include a comprehensive community vision, goals, policies and a land use plan to guide 

how we grow and develop looking to 2050. The plan will align with long-range regional growth 

updates (Metro 2050) and transportation plans (Transportation 2050) concurrently underway. 

The Vancouver Plan will build on a foundation of, and advance core principles of equity, 

reconciliation and resiliency. Key to the engagement process has been working with Musqueam, 

Squamish and Tsleil Waututh First Nations, urban Indigenous, and equity-denied communities 

through supportive partnership arrangements. Community engagement over phase 1 and 2 has 

involved over 25,000 specific inputs and many more thousands of touchpoints that have shaped 

plan goals, emerging directions and big ideas that are currently subject of phase 3 engagement.  

The draft plan, based on community feedback received to date and ongoing technical analysis 

(e.g. growth, infrastructure, amenities), will be ready for public consultation in early 2022.  It will 

be refined and presented to Council to consider adopting in mid-2022.  The next phase includes 

an implementation strategy that will include regular updating and monitoring of the plan, 

phased area planning and a financial framework. We will initiate this in late 2022 and ensure 

ongoing and effective implementation of the plan. 
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These highlighted programs include collaboration across City Departments and with the VEC and 

the proposed operating budget allocates $32 million to support these City initiatives across eight City 

departments, accommodated within the 5% scenario. 

 

Work not included in the baseline 5%, however, funding is available for Council to re-allocate to some or 

all of the itemized actions below.  The following items rely on an additional funding: 

 

1. Vancouver Economy Strategy 2030 - Large data, policy issues and engagement exercise that will 

require communications outreach and consultants. Will be an update to the outdated 2011 

Vancouver Economy Strategy. 

2. Culture|Shift Operating Investments - Phased Reconciliation, Redress, and Equity Investments. 

This commitment will ensure non-profit organizations’ ability to adapt by finding new ways to 

collaborate, pivot, and respond to immediate community needs, mobilizing resources, shifting 

approaches in service delivery, supporting equity within the context of racial justice, and promoting 

community connectedness. These operating investments are also in support of key Vancouver Plan 

deliverables ensuring the move from social isolation to social resilience, and include vital music 

sector funding, as well as other essential programs that continue to contribute heavily to rebuilding 

the social, cultural, and economic life of the city. 

3. Circular Economy Strategy – Response to the 2020 improving the Circularity of Vancouver’s 

Economy council motion that is currently on-hold until 2023.  VEC and the City co-create, with 

stakeholder engagement, a comprehensive circular economy vision and action plan with “doughnut 

economics” principles at its heart. 

4. Night Time Economy - Response to the 2019 A Comprehensive Strategy for Realizing the Full 

Potential of the Nighttime Economy in the City of Vancouver, which is currently on-hold until 

2023.  ACCS and VEC to co-create a nighttime economy vision, strategy and action plan including 

public and stakeholder engagement. 

 

The economic health of the city requires an integrated and collaborative approach. The work is 

interdepartmental and includes close partnerships with external groups and agency partners like VEC. It 

involves broad stakeholder engagement and consultation. It requires diverse policies to work effectively 

together in order to support and deliver a healthy, resilient, equitable economy.  

 
Operating Budget: 

Many City departments were already addressing Protect and Build a Resilient Local Economy in their 

existing 2022 budgets. 

• Please refer to Appendix D in the 2022 Draft Budget Book for a comprehensive list of Priority 

Plans by service and Council priorities   

• 2022 Draft Operating budget – existing spend /budget aligned to Protect and Build a Resilient 

Local Economy (see Table 1) 

• Not included in 5% base 2022 Draft Operating budget - aligned to Protect and Build a Resilient 

Local Economy for Council consideration (see Table 3). These investments would be prioritized 

for execution in future years or if revenues improve. 

 
Capital Budget: 

• 2022 Existing capital projects are identified in Table 2  
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Table 1 – 2022 Draft Operating budget – existing spend /budget aligned to Protect and 
Build a Resilient Local Economy 

 

Department

2022 

Existing 

$ in millions

Examples of priority plans

Planning, Urban Design & Sustainability 5.6                     

Vancouver Plan: 

 • Phase 3: Draft Emerging Policy and Land Use Directions (Q3 2021 – Q4 2021), Phase 4: Draft 

Policy and Land Use Final Plan  (Q1 202 – Q3 2022), Implementation (2022+)                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
DCL Update, Employment Lands and Economy Review, Small business policy and recovery 

initiatives

Development, Buildings & Licensing (DBL) 10.9                   
  - Permitting

 -  Ride hailing

 -  Business licensing (includes Cannabis production and EV Charging Stations) 

Vancouver Economic Commission 3.1                     
 VEC's mandate is to build a prosperous, inclusive and resilient economy for Vancouver, its 

businesses and its citizens 

Engineering 3.8                     
 - Maintaining temporary plazas

- Expanded summer patio program

- Motion Picture Industry Collaboration  

Vancouver Civic Theatres 0.2                      Supporting the Arts and Culture Community   

Arts, Culture & Community Services 3.7                      Cultural services support for the Arts and Cultural community,  

Parks and Recreation 4.7                     
 - Maintaining Parks in key destination areas including Stanley Park and other downtown 

core parks. SP 65330 & DTB 65320 

Protect and Build a Resilient Local Economy 32.0                   



Table 2 - 2022 Capital budget aligned to Protect and Build Resilient Local Economy 
Council Prionty: Protect and Build a Resilient Local Economy($ millions) 

Multi YearCap1t.i Budgets 

Previously Draft Total Open 
Service category 1 Service Category 2 Service Category 3 Capital Budtet ProJect & Program Name Appr~ 2022 Proiect BucfEet 

II II II II 
1 Cultural Fadities ~ City-Owned 2015-2018Cultural Plarvv,g and Research 0.1 0.1 

Audio/Video Equipment Upgrade · QJeen Elizabdh The.l:tre 0.4 0.4 
CCTV Cameras -Civic Theatre Venues 0.2 0.2 
Orpheum Theatre - Digital Bar Signs 0.1 0.1 
Queen Eizabeth Theatre · Base Buiding Improvements 0.5 0.5 
Queen Eizabeth Theatre · Office Renovations 0.1 0.1 
Queen El za beth Theatre Audio & Lehbf11i Package 0.7 0.7 
Queen Elza beth Theatre Furniture 0.1 0 .1 
Queen Elza beth Theatre Seat Cup Holders & Mobile Orderi1111 0.1 0.1 
Queen El za beth Theatre/VancouYer Playhouse• Video Package 0 .4 0.4 
Vanc:ouverCivicTheatres - Electronic Bookine System 0.1 0.1 
Vanc.ouverCivicTheatres · Llhts Replacement 0.6 0.6 
VancouverCivicTheatres - Marquee Signs 0.4 0.4 
VancouverCMcTheatres · Theatre Lighting Upgrades 0.2 0.2 
Vancc,u,.,rPlayhouse - Future Study and Renovation PlaMif11i 0.2 0.2 
Vancc,u,.,rPlayhouse C.pital Maintenance 0.1 0.1 

~ Non-City Owned 2012-2014Cultural Infrastructure Grant Program 0.8 0 .8 
2015-2018Cultural lnfrast:ructureGrant Program 4.3 4.3 
2019-202.2 Cultural Capital Grants 1.8 1.8 
2019-202.2 Cultural Infrastructure Grant Program 4.2 4.2 
Grant· Satelllte Video Exchaf1iie VIVO & C·Space (Rize) 2.3 2.3 
Grant· VancowerCultural Space:S Fund· BC Artsc-ape Society (BCAI 1.6 1.6 
HP·PNE Master Pia,: Infrastructure 

.J Entertainment & Exhibition Fadities - Entertainment & Exhibition facilities Implementation 2.2 2.2 
I Heritage ... Heritage 2019-2022 Heritage Facade Rehabiitation Program 0.6 0.4 1.0 

2019·2022 Heritage Incentive Program • Vancouver Heritage Foundation 

I,, Public Art 

(VHF) 0.9 0.3 1.2 
2019-2022 Heritage Incentive Program Grants 13.8 1.7 15.5 
Chinatown Memorial Square Rede:sign 1.0 1.0 

:. PubkArt 2019-202.2 Capital Maintenance · Existilli Public Art 1.0 0 .0 1.0 
SOCial faciUies - Non-City 2015-2018 Fa~e Rehabiitation Grants 0.3 0.3 

2019-2022 DOV"1town Eastside Capital Grant program 0 .9 0.9 
2019-2022 DOV"1town Eastside Special Enterprise Program 0.3 0.3 
Chlle·se Soc.ietyBuildingGrant Program 0.9 0.9 
Community Economic Development 0.8 0.8 
Facade Grant • 265 Carrall St 0.1 0.1 

I,; !Nerhead ~ O.,,rhead 2019-2022 City-Wide Overhead • Pacific National Exhbition Hast:ngs Park 0.8 0.8 
CommunityGardens · New/Improvements at Arbutus 

,:,.,. -1 ParkAmenities - Park Development Ridge/J<errisdale/Shauehnessy (ARKS) area 0.0 0.0 

-~=~·• ~ Managing Tran,sportation Network .:::. Street Lighting Management Film Power Kiosk Network 0.4 0.4 .. .. . . ; • I ; 
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Table 3 – New Operating Budget Investments aligned to Protect and Build Resilient 
Local Economy for Council consideration (not included in 5% base scenario) 

 

 

 

  * The Circular Economy Strategy and Night Time Economy Strategy will be developed subsequent to 

the Vancouver Economy Strategy and as such, a decision has been made to place them on hold until 

2023. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Department Initiative Detailed Description 
Onetime/

Ongoing 

2022 

Impact $ 

Millions

Funding 

Source

Vancouver Economic Commission Vancouver  Economy Strategy 2030 Onetime 0.1 Tax

Arts, Culture & Community Services &

Planning and Development Services
Culture|Shift Year 3 - Economy commitments Ongoing 0.3 Tax

Vancouver Economic Commission Circular Economy Strategy  * Onetime 0.2 Tax

Vancouver Economic Commission Night Time Economy Strategy * Onetime 0.3 Tax

Protect and Build a Resilient Local Economy 0.9



INCREASE FOCUS ON EQUITY & CRITICAL SOCIAL ISSUES 

$41m 

■ Capital investments 
$4 million 

■ Existing Operating Activities 
$37 million 

The City of Vancouver has a longstanding history of 
investing in and supporting equity focused initiatives 
and infrastructure, from the init ial creation of the 
Vancouver Public Library and its City-supported 
growth over the last century, to the decades long 
investments in the growth of publicly owned 
recreation services, to the establishment of the 
Carnegie Centre, Evelyne Saller Centre, and the 
Gathering Place, to the millions of dollars of social 
grants distributed each year to support the hundreds 
of non-profits that work to support critical social 
needs and equity seeking communities. The 
adoption of the Equity Framework in 2021 by 
Council further solidified the commitment toward 
equity and articulated the specific orientation to this 
work across departments. 

The purpose of this document is to provide a 
comprehensive list of existing spend/budget and 
investments not included in the 5% base 2022 Draft 
operating budget (for council consideration) to 
address Equity and Critical Social Issues, as a follow 
up item of the November 2 Council briefing session. 

As noted above, many City departments are already addressing Equity and Social Issues in their existing 
budgets (operat ing and capital) and some Departments exist entirely for this purpose, such as t he public 
library, Social Operations, Homelessness Services, and Social Policy and Projects. A key dynamic to note 
is that many of the critical social issues we contend with in Vancouver and across Canada - such as 
homelessness and the overdose crisis - are, in fact, the direct outcome of systemic inequities or 
structural (e.g., program) failures many of which are within senior government jurisdiction. The COVID 
pandemic brought these structural gaps and systemic inequit ies to t he forefront, turning what were 
previously articulated as "cracks" in our social systems and structures to crevices. To some extent, this 
category articulates a priority to address both the underlying illness and the symptoms of our deepening 
equity crisis. 

The total capital budget associated with this in 2022 is approximately $4 million and the total operating 
budget is approximately $37 million. $2 million in new operating budget investments aligned to 
Increase Focus on Equity and Critical Social issues are included in table 3 and for council consideration. 

Many of the City's core services help increase focus on equity and critical social issues, however, these 
core service-related costs are not summarized here and more details on core service costs will be 
provided in the Draft Budget service plans. 
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BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT 

 

As humans, we all desire and deserve to live and thrive, having the ability to access opportunities and 

resources to help us fulfil our needs and aspirations. However, interlocking systems of oppression such 

as colonialism, classism, racism, capitalism, and patriarchy bestow privilege and marginality differently, 

impacting the ability of various groups to access opportunities and resources. The idea of equity 

acknowledges that these inequalities exist that limit the participation of some people and groups in the 

civic, cultural, economic and social life of our community. Equity recognizes that not everyone starts 

with the same advantages, has the same opportunities, or enjoys the same or similar access to 

education, employment, resources or goods, facilities, and services.  

 

In short, not everyone benefits equally from living or working in Vancouver. The Equity Framework 

provides the following definitions: 

 

Equity as an outcome is the condition that would be achieved if one’s identity no longer 

predicted how one fares.  

 

Equity as a process is the replacement of policies, practices, attitudes and cultural messages that 

reinforce differential outcomes or fail to eliminate them. 

 

By framing the work of the City around equity [as opposed to ‘equality’] the Framework clarifies 

that targeted differential treatment is valid and even necessary in some circumstances, because 

people and communities are situated differently from each other. 

 

The City has a long-standing, wide-ranging and necessarily evolving commitment to equity and diversity. 

This work extends back decades and across Councils and administrations. With each successive 

generation of leadership’s — both elected governance and operational — confirmation of the 

importance of this work, the City as an organization has the opportunity to learn more, deepen 

understanding, apply new lenses, and become more nuanced.  

 

Like all public policy work on complex issues, perspectives evolve over time. As we hear from people 

with lived experience and other stakeholders, connect with community organizations, liaise with other 

jurisdictions, learn from new research, and see the impact of previous decisions, the lenses we turn on 

our present situation and challenges sharpen, as does our reflection of both our distant and recent 

histories.  

 

Our work on equity at the City is both external and internal: external as we work with communities on 

public impact initiatives and strategies and internal as we look to our own practices as local government 

and as an employer. Council’s recent decision around representation on Council Advisory Committees is 

an excellent example of a critical governance rethink about diverse representation on these important 

leadership vehicles for civic engagement.  

 

Other current initiatives include Council’s direction to authentically engage with the spirit of being a City 

of Reconciliation, the commitment around Chinatown transformation as an outcome of the apology on 

historical discrimination, in the work with Hogan’s Alley Society to restore a critical community presence 
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and identity. The Park Board recently approved VanPlay, the 25-year Parks and Recreation Services Plan, 

which includes equity as a strategic move and the creation of Initiative Zones to assist in prioritizing 

delivery of parks and recreation resources to historically under-served areas of the City.  

 

 The City’s Equity Framework brings consistency to the City’s operational approach and promotes the 

application of four lenses – Indigenous rights, racial justice, intersectionality, and system thinking – to 

the City’s work. Fundamentally, equity was also at the root of the now six-year-old Healthy City 

Strategy’s commitment to building a “Healthy City for All” and is now a commitment in the early work 

related to the development of the City’s long-range community plan: The Vancouver Plan.   

 

2022 Budget: Beyond the Base 

The list of initiatives ranges from Reconciliation investments to equity and anti-racism interventions, to 

access to basic needs for those living in poverty, and support for community organizations who support 

neighbourhood cohesion. 

 

The list was prioritized by a group of interdepartmental representatives and some very difficult 

discussions were had regarding priorities. Critical to the consideration of equity is that equity does not 

mean equal or the same – we look to the work that is addressing those most at risk, those most 

marginalized, those most unheard. The team also looked to recommend and prioritize investments that 

could result in systems change and that had the potential for broad impact across the city or resources 

needed to complete work already initiated. The staff group also tried to look at sequencing: for 

example, in order for a Department to develop a Reconciliation Strategy, they first need an Indigenous 

Planner. Likewise, in recognition of the importance of seeing equity work happen across the City and 

recognizing the need for systems change, the group attempted to ensure that key and impactful 

investments were recommended across all Departments. 

 
Operating Budget: 

Many City departments were already addressing Focus on Equity and Critical Social Issues in their 

existing 2022 budgets.  

• Please refer to Appendix D in the 2022 Draft Budget Book for a comprehensive list of Priority 

Plans by service and Council priorities   

• 2022 Draft Operating budget – existing spend /budget aligned to Focus on Equity and Critical 

Social Issues (see table 1) 

• Not included in 5% base 2022 Draft Operating budget - aligned to Focus on Equity and Critical 

Social Issues for Council consideration (see table 3).  
 

Capital Budget: 

• 2022 Existing Capital projects are identified in table 2   



Table 1 - 2022 Draft Operating budget - existing spend /budget aligned to Increase 
Focus on Equity and Critical Social issues 

2022 Existing . . 
Department $. . . Examples of priority plans 

m millions 

Arts, CUiture & Community SeNlces 

1 Fire and Rescue Services 

Parks and Recreation 

1Plannlng, Urban Design & Sustainability 

Development, Bulldl!liS & Licensing (DBL) 

E!lilneerlng 

lln<:rease Foc:us on Equity and Crlttcal Soc:lal Issues 

27 .5 Social grants, Operations of Gathering place, Carnegie and Evelyn Saller center 

- Deputy Chief Diversity and lndusion position: $167K 
2.3 - Funding for Overdose Outreach Captain position: $1521( 

- Medic 11 $1. 96M 

~ nue Implementing reconciliation actions 
- Continue to improve access and inclusion to recreation (e.g. youth services and inclusion 

2.8 :~:~unity engagement in parks 

2.9 

- Park Rangers are the front-line ambassadors in parks and public spaces. They support a 
broad range of eYents and activities, and assist with is.sues in Parks. 

OTES plan: 
1• Manage develop~nt and support redress and r~onciliation with different communities 
through the Downtown Eastside Plan. 

I• Work with the community to begjn implemenbtion of the Chinatown Heritage Assets 
Management Plan to rebin and enhance the rich cultural heritage of Chinatown for the 
purpose of pursuing UNESCO World Heritage status. 

1 • Support the provincial government efforts to locate a permanent site for the museum in 
Chinatown. 

Vancouver Heritage program: 
• Work to expand the meaning and understanding of heritage to embrace diverse cultura l 

1 heritage as often manifested through both tangible and intangible aspects. 
• Support self-expressed histories and heritage of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-
Waututh First Nations and urban Indigenous peoples. 

1. 7 - Support Other City departments 

2.1 · Street deaning grants 

Adoption of UNDRIP (subject to council approva I) 

1.2 Alignment of equity-related strategi~, Identify and advance changes that would enable 
systemic shifts toward equity and decolonization ,Tracking system and accountability 
structures. 

37.1 
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Department
2022 Existing 

$ in millions
Examples of priority plans

Arts, Culture & Community Services 27.5                         Social grants, Operations of Gathering place, Carnegie and Evelyn Saller center  

Fire and Rescue Services 2.3                           
 - Deputy Chief Diversity and Inclusion position: $167K

-  Funding for Overdose Outreach Captain position: $152K

- Medic 11 $1.96M 

Parks and Recreation 2.8                           

-Continue implementing reconciliation actions 

- Continue to improve access and inclusion to recreation (e.g. youth services and inclusion 

office)

-Community engagement in parks 

- Park Rangers are the front-line ambassadors in parks and public spaces. They support a 

broad range of events and activities, and assist with issues in Parks.  

Planning, Urban Design & Sustainability 2.9                           

 DTES plan: 

• Manage development and support redress and reconciliation with different communities 

through the Downtown Eastside Plan. 

• Work with the community to begin implementation of the Chinatown Heritage Assets 

Management Plan to retain and enhance the rich cultural heritage of Chinatown for the 

purpose of pursuing UNESCO World Heritage status. 

• Support the provincial government efforts to locate a permanent site for the museum in 

Chinatown.  

Vancouver Heritage program:

• Work to expand the meaning and understanding of heritage to embrace diverse cultural 

heritage as often manifested through both tangible and intangible aspects. 

• Support self-expressed histories and heritage of the Musqueam, Squamish and Tsleil-

Waututh First Nations and urban Indigenous peoples. 

Development, Buildings & Licensing (DBL) 1.7                           - Support Other City departments

Engineering 2.1                           - Street cleaning grants

CMO 1.2                           

Adoption of UNDRIP (subject to council approval)

Alignment of equity-related strategies, Identify and advance changes that would enable 

systemic shifts toward equity and decolonization ,Tracking system and accountability 

structures.

Increase Focus on Equity and Critical Social Issues 37.1                        



Table 2 - 2022 Capital budget aligned to Increase Focus on Equity and Critical Soda/ 
Issues 

- ClJlturalfacU ies = City-0.•med 
-< N oo-City Owned 

1-PIJblicArt ~ Publi: Art 

Ftst Nations S Enaae for Sx-Afx~n Xv Ar A7Shn And S~ian~q 
Xwtr E7£N~ Square 
Olhatown Museum Spoke #2 
Oli'lese OJt1XalCentre Renovati:>ns 
Sl..ll Yat-~n Garden capital Maintenance 
2015-2018 New Pl.bk Art lnstalations 
2015-2018 Pl.bit Art 8oos1 - Coptal 
2019-2022 New Pl.bk Art lnstalations 
Public Art - Centennial Pok Rest0<ation 

rmplementation & R"""arch 1 lmplemertati:>n & Research 2012-2014 Child Care Pre>;ect Managemert 

2.9 
1.0 
3.2 
0.5 
0.2 
1.6 

lnfan~ Toddler & Preschool(D-4 
- Year,; 01d) -< City-0..med 

- SchoolAge (5-12 Year,;) ,; City-0,med 
- Socialfacil~ies -, Al Socel 

-< City-0,med 

-< Noo-City 

O.,,rhead -, 0-.,rhead 
Til:~~~iE'.~-a•---;1~ G~e~n;e;ra~lf; e~at~lR~ sJ&~lnf~rast~~ru~ct~u~re~ J Vehide Acee~ 

- Park AmeMies ➔ Parl< Development 
Programmed Activity Areas -, Fields 

2019-2022 Plan'lhg & Re5earch - Chik:kare Faciities 

Kits Montessori - Oecommts90n~ of former Site 

2012-2014 Vancower School Board Corrmunity Partner!hip Program 
2019-2022 Social Facilties Plamq/Rese.,.ch 
EqutyRelated lnt eliles 
Kqs,vayOrop-ln Centre 
Indigenous HeaJq and WelnessCerter Tenant fmprCN"ements 
Indigenous Social Enterprise 
Qmunty Facilty 
2011 Coptal Grants 
2012·2014Sociat lrlrastrudure Grants 
2015-2018 Social Poky Small CaptalGrants 
2019-2022 DovA1to,•A1 Ea:stsde CaptalGran: proeram 

2019-2022 DovAlto,•.n Eastsde P'fan Implementation M atchi~ Grant 
2019-2022 D0YKlt0\'KI Eastsde StrategC Grants 

0.5 

0.2 
1.3 
2.7 
1.5 
0.7 
2.0 
8.5 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
2.0 

2019-2022Social Poky (:apt a l Grants 1.3 
2019-2022 Social Poky Small CaptalGrants 0.1 
Oowntown Eastside Coptta!Grant program 1.2 
Downtown Eastside C.Ommunty As.set Management 1.0 
Oowrtown Eastslde NeigN:>ourhood lmpl"OJ'ements 0.7 
Grant - 411 Seniors Centre Soc ety 0.8 
Grant - Alra(420 Hawl<sAmenfy Space) 0.1 
Grant· Qmunity 0.2 
Grant - Urban Nat Ne Youth Aloocia!ion (NatNe Vol.th Centre Project 
OeYelopment) 
MemorialGft to Well End Students 
Mountain V e w Cemetery Road Repair 
2019-2022 Park Uf'Mrsa:t Accessl01>ro...ements 
Cemetery - Perimeter Entry & Wayfindng 

0.0 
0.0 
0.3 

0.4 

0.9 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 

0.8 

0.5 

0. 5 
0.3 

0.3 
0. 1 
0.1 

0.3 

0.9 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 
2.9 
1.0 
4.0 
0.5 
0.2 
2.1 

0.5 

0.2 
1.8 
3.0 
1.5 
0.7 
2.0 
8.5 
0.1 
0.2 
0.4 
2.0 

0.3 
0.1 
1.4 
0.1 
1.2 
1.0 
0.7 
0.8 
0.1 
0.2 

0.0 
0.0 
0.3 
0.3 
0.4 

Total Increase Focus on E(JJityandCitical s«ial Issues 35.6 4.2 39.8 
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Table 3 – New Operating Budget Investments aligned to Increase Focus On Equity and 
Critical Social issues for Council consideration (not included in 5% base scenario) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Department Initiative Detailed Description 
Onetime/

Ongoing 

2022 

Impact $ 

Millions

Funding 

Source

City Manager

 Additional internal resource to both assist in the implementation of the UN Declaration on the Rights of 

Indigenous Peoples and to meet the demand's of the City's evolving Indigenous-relations work.

This new FTE is an important resource urgently required to meet the demands of the City’s evolving 

Indigenous-related work.

Not properly resourcing this function puts the City’s relationship with the MST nations at risk, creates 

attraction/retention issues for the IGR Manager, Indigenous Relations as workload makes the role 

unattractive/untenable.

Ongoing 0.2 Tax

City Manager

Staff position to  implement Language Access Policy (translation of City communications to the public) 

including:

• Supporting VEMA and vulnerable Vancouver populations

• Supporting equitable engagement framework (policy directions committee)

• Aligns with stated and Council-endorsed Equity Framework and priority of better resourcing equity-related 

work at the City

Ongoing 0.1 Tax

VFRS Permanent funding for Overdose Outreach Captain position Ongoing 0.2 Tax

Library  Link to VPL fine-free report: http://www.vpl.ca/sites/vpl/public/NewInvestmentRequesFreeServices.pdf Ongoing 0.5 Tax

Arts, Culture & Community Services Culture|Shift Year 3 - Equity commitments Ongoing 0.4 Tax

Arts, Culture & Community Services
Work with community to have apology ready for Oct 2022 Italian Heritage Month. Note: given the tight 

timeline, all that can be done is the research, Apology, and the event planning.
Onetime 0.1 Tax

Parks and Recreation
Funding for 3 RFT positions to support community development and outreach for Adapted and 2SLGBTQ+ 

recreation programming
Ongoing 0.2 Tax

Arts, Culture & Community Services Enable  MMIWG/RWR implementation of early start actions as staff work on final report. Ongoing 0.3 Tax

Arts, Culture & Community Services Accessibility Strategy, Phase I – Action While Planning Early Starts Ongoing 0.2 Tax

Arts, Culture & Community Services Resources to contribute to development of water and washroom strategy as per Council motion Onetime 0.2 Tax

Increase Focus on Equity and Critical Social Issues 2.2

>------------------>------------------------------------+------- - -- -
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ACCELERATE ACTION ON CLIMATE CHANGE 

City Council, along with more than 2,000 

jurisdictions around the globe, has declared a 

climate emergency signaling an urgent need to 

accelerate action on the climate crisis. Vancouver is 

building on a strong foundation of environmental 

action from the Greenest City Action Plan, which 

advanced contributions to climate solutions locally.  

 

The purpose of this document is to provide a 

comprehensive list of existing spend/budget and 

investments not included in the 5% base 2022 draft 

operating budget (for Council consideration) to 

address Accelerate Action on Climate change, as a 

follow up item of the November 2 Council briefing 

session. 

 

Many City departments are already addressing 

climate change in their existing budgets (operating 

and capital).  These initiatives include transportation 

improvements, electric vehicle infrastructure, green 

buildings, and climate adaption measures.  Upon 

approval of the 2022 Capital Budget, the total multi-

year capital budget associated with climate 

emergency priorities will be $225 million, which 

includes $188 million previously approved multi-

year capital budgets as well as $37 million new capital funding requested in 2022. The total 2022 

operating budget is approximately $42 million and $0.1 million in new operating budget investments 

aligned to Accelerate Action on Climate Change, included in Table 3 and for Council consideration.  

 

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT: 

 

The City of Vancouver has been investing in climate change mitigation for many years and along with 

reduced carbon pollution, we have seen significant social benefits in the form of improved 

transportation infrastructure, less pollution and lower energy costs. We have also seen strong economic 

growth in Vancouver in part due to our green reputation. 

 

As part of the 2020 budget, Council approved new funding to accelerate action on climate change and in 

September 2020, Council approved the recalibrated 2019-2022 Capital Plan that allocated $12 million of 

planned funding to support the City’s Climate Emergency Response. This new funding was reduced to 

$12 million from the original ask of $35 million due to COVID-19, but will enable staff to begin moving 

forward with priority actions in the Climate Emergency Action Plan. This includes the “game changers”, 

to demonstrate leadership in our own operations, particularly in our buildings. This initial planned 

funding is a critical first step to ramping up our ability to hit our 2030 climate targets.  

$79m 

Capital investments

 $37 million

Existing Operating Activities

 $42 million

■ 

■ 
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However, to achieve our climate targets, approved in November 2020 by Council, we need to increase 

our efforts to reduce carbon pollution in Vancouver. This will require additional sustained investment by 

the City, as well as from senior government and partner organizations. An encouraging example of 

increased investment by senior government is the recent announcement by the Canada Infrastructure 

Bank of $2.5B in financing for building retrofits. The additional investment required from the City and 

others will enable new and accelerated work on pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, zero emission 

buildings, transit priority corridors, and electric vehicle infrastructure, amongst other climate actions. 

The benefits will go far beyond reductions in carbon emissions and will include improved community 

health, long-term financial savings, new job opportunities and a more resilient city.  

 

As requested by Council, the cost estimates for each of the climate emergency actions are presented in 

Table 3 (at the end of this memo), along with the expected carbon pollution savings and a description of 

the co-benefits that the Big Moves will provide. As outlined in the Climate Emergency Action Plan’s 

financial framework, over the next five years, the total required investment by the City is estimated to 

be $500M to meet the 2030 climate goal. Of that, slightly more than half can be described as “business 

as usual”—this is based on the funding level in the current capital and is work that the City has 

historically been doing, such as improving our walking and cycling infrastructure and expanding EV 

charging. The remainder—roughly $230M over five years—is referred to as the “funding gap”.   

 

As described in the Council briefing, there are four proposed approaches to close the “gap” and achieve 

the required funding level over the 5-year term of the CEAP: 

1. Using interim, cost-effective approaches - building on the success of programs like Room to 

Move and Slow Streets to further expand our walking, rolling and cycling infrastructure using 

less costly treatments. 

2. Harnessing new revenue – The Climate Emergency Parking Program was intended to provide 

this new revenue but it is no longer proceeding. Staff are exploring other opportunities and will 

share them as they are identified.  

3. Leveraging senior government and partner organizations – approval of the Climate Emergency 

Action Plan positions the City to secure external funding from the provincial and federal 

governments. 

4. Embedding climate action as a key priority for the City - there is an opportunity to increase 

financial support for the CEAP by making climate action a key priority and reprioritizing support 

across existing programs, in particular for the next capital plan. 

   

It is important to note that City budgets, sources of funding, and estimated costs may change 

significantly over the life of CEAP. The financial framework is meant to serve as a roadmap and will need 

to be revised and adjusted as we move forward, particularly given current financial uncertainties.  

 
 

Climate Funding (Included in baseline) 

The 5% baseline includes $6M approved for climate emergency projects under “emerging priorities” in 

the mid-term capital plan update (the total new funding approved for CEAP in the MTU was $12M). This 

$6M includes $1.9M to advance Big Moves 4 and 5 (building retrofits and reductions in embodied 

carbon) and $4.1M to support Big Moves 2 and 3 (EV charging, eliminating parking minimums, active 

transportation work, dedicated bus lanes, advancing the city-wide parking permit program and 
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transport pricing, including public engagement). The 5% also includes $4M, which was approved in the 

2020 budget as an ongoing item, for continuing to advance our green buildings work, both in the 

privately owned building and civic facilities. Lastly, the 5% includes a number of other projects that are 

in the current capital plan that support the climate emergency, that could be described as “business as 

usual”—these would be projects such as sidewalk and protected bike lane improvements and 

neighbourhood energy utilities expansion, for example. A rough estimate of the budget is that 

approximately $37M in capital is going towards projects that directly advance the Climate Emergency 

Action Plan. 

 

Climate Funding (Not included in baseline) 

Work not included in the baseline 5% but included if Council decides to increase the tax base beyond 5% 

would be more transportation-related improvements, including walking and cycling infrastructure, as 

well as additional rapid bus corridors, additional funding for EV charging, and acceleration of other 

aspects of CEAP.  The current amount dedicated to CEAP in 2021/22 is not enough to meet our targets, 

meaning that we will need more funding in the next capital plan if we intend to meet our targets. This is 

summarized in Table 3. 

 

Operating Budget: 

Many City departments are already addressing Accelerate Action on Climate change in their existing 

2022 budgets. 

• Please refer to Appendix D in the 2022 Draft Budget Book for a comprehensive list of Priority 

Plans by service and Council priorities   

• 2022 Draft operating budget – existing spend /budget aligned to Accelerate Action on Climate 

change (see Table 1) 

• Not included in 5% base 2022 Draft operating budget - aligned to Accelerate Action on Climate 

change for Council consideration (see Table 3). These investments would be prioritized for 

execution in future years or if revenues improve. 

 

Capital Budget: 

• 2022  multi-year Capital projects are identified in Table 2 

• City’s investment for Five-Year Action plan are identified in Table 4 

  



Table 1 - 2022 Draft Operating budget - existing spend /budget aligned to Accelerate 
Action on Climate change 

2022 Existing 

P . . D Spend Ex I f . . I nonty epartment . . . amp es o pnonty p ans 
$ mm1lhons 

PlaMi~ Urban Design & Su!lainablllty 

Accelerate Action on Oimate Change 
Engineering 

D•w,lopm,nt, BLildlngs & Uconsing (DBL) 

~ccelerate Acllon on Climate Change total Amllfate Action on ana• ChaftCt: 

• Oi!'Nte EmertQfKY Action Plan (CEAP) - hlplemett the CEAP to ostVancower's<af1>on 
pol ution in half by20JQ 

7•5 • OirNte Ch.rage Ad.apt.auoo SCrate,gy - l~ lemert hilfl-pri)rity a:,reand enabling 
x0:>ns, wth a fOOJs on sea lewl rise.. 

- TrmsitiontorenelNal clesilfuel opt:on 
-Repf~«nent of rombuuion enfne whidi> wi:h a-aric whide 
-ProdumC>n and ~plKatk>n of recycfed asph.lt 

33.9 
-l..ndfil eascoleaion 
-Or&-nics colle<t?on 
- Oewfop roiid1Np for the NEU 
-T ~mition to Actw T ~ns.ponation rrode tPBS) 

- Zero Wisteoutre.idl .rid educ-.ton 

O. 
7 

-Supportin& Other City departments i'l oiddressing dlNte d'inge through the pemittrtg 
process.. 

42.1 
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Table 2 - 2022 Capital budget aligned to Accelerate Action on Climate Change 
Council PtIonty At.celcratc Action on Chmatc Ctungc ($ mllUOt1$1 

Multi-Y.,..,r c .-1 pt<1I nude~, 

Prf'VICH.l'i fy Onift 1ot<1I Opf'l"I 
SE>f .. ,O!'cat~ or~• 1 SKVIC1,I Gatf!gor,• 2 s~~ Gah.~ay 3 Caprt.dl Bu~et Pro Jed & Progr~mN.imi,! ~'Pf\l'/cd 2022 Projc<.t B~gct 

Admnist r.1t,veF'ac4c1e. J ~ iwis-im•~c~ffb:Hti'mPn..,-wn lJ lJ 
All C!)'. Fac&iUcs J AI CtyFac•1e 211U.2G22 ""'1Y0ptmllatfan ,_ 7.5 7.5 
Reef@.lt100 Faeilihes J Prua,llrll!, 211.s-2.ma 811:!1gyq:.ti"ni.tilt1...-, Prq,l!m 0.7 0.7 
General Features & Infrastructure Parklnbstna:iwe ~ - Gmmlrr.tst:nrhse IU IU 

r¥1!5 Gnu\~cns D.3 D.3 
Park land ..J Parkl...-.1 211.9-2022 ~hndAl:qui!,ilim 7.1 7.1 
Seawall & Waterfront _,, c __ ..,ShalqJJ .... .... 
Urban Fo'es.t & Naitt.t~ I Fe~tt.mec; ~n,,&MM'lt~ I IH5t...,.l'RlkSl:rl;!lmland~-Wld(.-.-b,, IU IU ~= 29:lHO:U rwl:ar.:lstrm:~ 6.3 2.3 11.6 

Ulb.l fu'~ Trl!l!inr,mtory ll.3 ll.3 
8ulk!lf1 Retrolts Nan-City Ooned 2111"-lllU ....,_._~ St ...... P- 0-2 ll.2 .,......_.., 0-2 IU 

ll<q>l'ml<Slm..,ld"8R<lnlflSA'qiram u 5.7 l s..3 
EVlnrrastn.ctue EV hfrwrudtse Eltdrbl Vl!tlidt! lni.r.truclu-e 15 0.5 4.0 

EVB«M:-tle--Plot 0.0 0.0 
211l$.2tll2 ~""'EJUUny(ffiJ)-

SEFCNEU Dl<b'tJutm .......... 9.3 3.3 l li 
~-u•••y(NBJ) ,_..i -~ 0.7 0.7 
_..,.,.,........l "'6zyutilly(MlU)_O-_ 

& &ollf"Jr.Jnsf<rstJtlms " 0.0 4.7 _"'_........, ...... ,,, ll.2 ll.2 
2111.,_lllU ....,_._fnatlyUtllty(ffiJ)- - s.tdllb, 

(;~i(n "-llJ-bn u LO :u 
--utlly(NEU)_,,,__,, ._.. ... 14.2 14.2 ~-.... --utlly(NEUISy,lan---. 1.3 0 .7 2.0 
llth~SUIBlfflP1MfflCft• Hmtthrmcnctl"hzell 

- Expand Sustamabl@Transpor1a110n ➔ Alin.@Ti'w11ipOlatits1 (FsumlahStrM tuWillMstr~) ... ... 
201S--2G:U Ad:M!Tr.n;prt:ZDI Cmrimrs 22.5 22.5 
7-W:l~Dl.&~'""""8~NANOQ.bla::tffl 1~l 1..1 
291~2022Adlilelnnip(rtatb'ICOT'fmts&Spot 
lnp-lMfl'RllS 11.3 0.1 17.4 
2111HOllkl..,,_ ..... .,.... ...... 3.0 1.0 4.0 
2"1~21ll2 Ad:~TranipflCUI Plllinng~"h:I~ :u LO .... 
29Us-2022 NcwSidcliwks s.o 1.2 ... 
Ad.M!Tflll1!ifOLHliut1MbtwP ... bW@,;l&dW-.ttwilW 
Pa'ksa-dBmdlAIUlf.e ll.3 ll.3 
Detailed(~ bArh1lft C~IJ.ffllllMJ-bineJanda "5 fL"t 
DnlcGnD>~Slra!- ..,. 4..4 

-lloe ... ~G<- 14.5 ... 14.5 

~stn:Et:AdfweThn!port - 2.1 2.1 
Kil:tus~c:;r~c~~ ~" l U 1U 
SIii Olld< \llcMIW rlotfam ll.2 ll.2 
~&.tAd.M!!T~lalffl ~11pcUIN!rrHlls LO L4 ... 

u-..~..,,._ C-e~--(-..,E--"'WJ u lJ 
Clmrtef"1rOWIYl<Y-- -VctldeOuJII-« 
Slatll1 Otp.t.,mml 11.5 11.5 C----T-ml .......... 1.1 u 

~ OduTnnl 201,._2022ltanm:Rdatal- ._. D.3 

""""'-..-.Yl'nlJCCI Olllte 1.1 Ll 
:ztn,...2.D22Tr·as.-tatiJnMU'llui-1E ... OS(lnb!lt'}51t 

ManagS1g TranspGrtatiOn N etwak .......... __... ._ ..... Systan,j ....... o.a ... 
:zw:1~28'-2 1~9:11114.~Stu:liflli,: t.a u 1.5 ~-.,- ,...,.2G22 .....,_s.fety- u 0-2 u 

=J Si,t,HIM~ :ztnS-2022 NtwPimi!!ibi_..& llqd!Sipm 3.7 1.2 .u 
201t)-2022ltolet Ro.rteRauut:tlJ 5.1 5.1 

~ Slrill-.eM~ 2111HIIl2~Rtt'ub...,..~ .., L, s.a 
.... Street Use ➔ NIii: b"fdrior\&AIMml Slnn:1 s.o 3.0 8.0 
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Table 3 - New Operating Budget Investments aligned to Accelerate Action on Climate 
Change for Council consideration (not included in 5% base scenario) 

2022 
Onetime/ Funding 

Department Initiative Detailed Description . Impact$ 

Parks and Recreation 
This role provides focused Park Board management oversight of Climate Emergency+ 
Resilience, Biodiversity Strategy, Access to Nature, Vancouver Plan -Ecological City, One 
Water and MST environmental and restoration/ stewardship 

Accelerate Action on Climate Change 

Ongoing .
11
. Source 

M1 ions 

Ongoing 0.1 Tax 

0.1 
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Table 4 - City Investments for the Five-Year Action Plan (per Climate Emergency Action Plan, approved in 
November, 2020) 

An~:~1~1~!::
00 

Current RC'QUlred Annu~I 
Savm s b 2030 Caprtal C.p1t11! Opeu.tm 

ProposedAct10n (~EA;• 0esc-nptlOnJOutcorres Plan Spend gll'T1)3ct~ Heal1'1 Equ1!y Economy R~lle nce 
Cleanse Sp~d111 Ovt:T 5 ofCap1tid 
Sccnuno) 2021 Yeors 1n 2025 

(SM) ($M) ISMl 

BK: MO'-E 1, Bno30, 90% 
Of P£0PLE LIVE WITHIN Af4 TBD 00 70.0 
EASYWAlK 'ROll OF THEm 
OALYNHDS. 

t//tlen c:ompeimgv.etaHe 
neighbOurh)ods and ear-

When comPD mo de pendent neiohboumo ods., a 
Creotc a nctw>tk of compll!:tc .streets w.lkable neighbourhoods recent :iudy tourld tnose WlO 
¥.tr'lrt d'le B10 adv.ey P Ian Atea, JndU<li"lg and car.aepenoer1 11Ye- rn • Yaleable 
recon.struc:tng tincl re~ng nt.1merous neighboumoods, a recent neighbol.lrhood i,re, 7% more W!lllbt'e, 
&Teets in $Upport oh.elkm!. cycling end $bdy" found Utose Wlo litelyto hove o ;Strong$Cnse C.O"l)!ete 

1. Redu~ Re~ance on Motor 'ta rg1L N eighbOUrllOO<I trafflC ea1m11g live IIIWIICable ofcommuntybelongstg_ Othlr Complete Wlbtlll ntighboUrhOoc:15 

Vehicles in the 8roadv.oy Pion 
i:fal'lS ln eachnelghbo.uthood area anj 70 nelghbourllood are 45% e>disfng pol ci!s dnaly neighbourhoods Increase soct!ll 

a ndOther Plann119 /.ins 
dtliYeryol etieh ne91'1boumoocrs most n1tH'e liie)'to Wlll. lH col'lbtblte n com(Ja'te 8UWQrt IOcal conneded!ess 
119-enl safety and com tort \'olkil.g end trensoortafion, and 17% w,kable eomm.mlies {e.g., businesses. and ruiience, and 
eyeing Impro....,ments. Reeonstruct ten more liceiyto meet the newSerure,d Rerta!Hou&ang lfflpl)W ph~cal 
bk>Cls oreroadv.ayas a Greal Slreer, W!ek"J reco'llmended POiey to pm'-Aoe renllil 11\dmentalnealln. 
'tih wdersidevial:$. pedestrian level of ph~iUI activty_ housing In promlly lo 
amen ties. and support fortronsl ond39'%1essll.cl'yto scflooks. pnrtsond shops end 

ha..-e diebetcs. identifybnger-!erm actions br 
e)IJloand@d housa'lg choice In 
neighbou(h)ods) 

BK: MO'-E 2' BY2030. TWO 
fHROSOF All TRPS N &2.000 33.0 288.4 6.4 VANCOUVER Wll.L Bf Mi\OE 
0 T • 

OevelOp pre l!ITTed transport pneng-
1 1111>11!:mentTransportP(idng stralegy option, ideftlfy re(Jlired 16 05 
in the Metro Core Edl!oboica! resources; develop frlancial ""~ 

Deiveri'lg 1'ppto:.Omatety5010 60km of 
raewactive u a.nsportation eorridois and 
I.C)grsdea, connecting more people t~ 

2 . E:,cpend ond lmproveOis tlei' Clally Cle-S:Unations acrou lte city. 

Walbng/ROlll'lg, B•110Netvortc 
Sti~t11nlit1l 1:1(ktiiofl.3I newpede$trian ?S7 D <s 
3io1111b. t1ccc33itk CJrt rump.3encf 
sroewal<s to better address gaps II ll\e 
pedesblan netvort, lncreasklg access to 
tarGil aB(ldt.sllretions. 

Hcalhier 

V/alingtoll ng and C)dng re11d&nts more 
niplemenltrarasil: priontymeasurcs on lmp-o\lements to resilert to sho.cts 3 1"1)f'0Ve Bus Speed Imel tve tey coni:Sors across the city, to 13.7 03 are po~n.lree al'ld they 

transportation and e g., COvtD-19 Reiabliy i::,ovidt: fa$.?el' and r.'I01e relibtie tn,nsit help peo~ maa'ltaln 
Vialing. cycling and tran.,I COV.0-19-telated pandenieand better heath by Slil)'llig can anherentty bt- more- upda~es to s1reel elir.ia le mpacts: 

oetive, vilile eloges al\d equt.&ble (Orms of u-&e Yiuchenable e 0-, death rates: Promole actfw transportation op1ons; 
de\.1:':IOpSct.oolAct.ive Tf'3w:1 Wlitiati¥tc, ~i:.r:u=~ Cles.lgneel tn, nspo rtation g;fen Ital t~ey constl'fle r,- to wsk, ate 12times 

4 . E ncou-rage More W al'.1119, b cal-Mine s.s a rd louraffl ruiative.5 13 .• to redure lhe osk of arc far cticape,- than o'tring C)d:, shop and dine higher for C0\40-
Bikl'lg a11dTransf U.se enoouni gng sus-ta1nsble b'ave~ e-b1t.e colisi:>nsord keep ~n:i=~~:~prtvate 

Wth safe ph~ieal 19 pauens vltl'I 
dislanCflg. help chronicilnesses snare !]IOI program :::·=:~~ int~struchre,suchasnew 2 0it4te economic lhanforottters 

Promore and provlele toolS to encourage more actNe ifes~ than :rrb~::--lS~::~~:=::s ~C:We?r!,~ ::~se ~:ct':,~:O:rce: 
S. Promote Rerro:e and Ft?ldbe vJ:Jrplace<J across the Clty'O maJrlla n a 00 :°~~::creiisnr:n andmotillyaid$ Other orour10tt1leconomy USCDC)With 
Work.Options ~rt,in portionofthervC1rii:brce vorting QUI-:.':. sttt:~/:r:n ~aues. suchastadile Contiruedin....estment more ad:M: and 

remotet,,, lo reduce vehelc-comnarti~. important bf the heath of \rernl'lg strips and a'Ldible si Y.al:r.g w l &upport heattue, resadert-s, 

cve~nc, yet even more CTOSSIAQS, he., people Y, tn l:leal bU:SllOUH 8S v.e can reduce 

so br v\ir'leratie- limited 'llision ve shi ft kilo recovery Mure ~ rains on 
E~nd tninsix,,...tion demand 

residents 11od hose vho tom lte C0\1D- 19 ourhealhsysl:em 
6 . ElmFlale Parlinounmumsin man119ementreCJ,11remcnl~ rerisce 03 0 1 ponelemie. andfrontile 
N ewOewloi:manls parting mfflum.sin Parking By+Law. have respiratory I:s.suu. 

heatt.care 
dewloppartlng nui«nums. v.orleis 

Expand the CLnent fH lctertlal p11tln9 
permit Pl)~mto a ci~'Hde i;ro17t1m, 

7. l l"Jl)lement Residential Parb'lg 'tlh the long-term am ofa market-based 00 P armcs C11y-w.a:e gys11mveh con1tefenrnonstor income, 
dubllit;', 11ndot~reqtity-i:,c1,15ed 
~c:101'$ 

8 . Oamonstratng corporate Acee ieraung the City's sustain, 1>11!1 
l!.!&der$~ thnJu,i;tl su,titilnble oormurting program through illit1Uve, 25 
c.ommuti"lg progmm s.ich as mproved eM-Of-trip faiciHies 

Bli Ml\lE 3: BY 2030. 50% 
OF THE KLOMETRf S 
DRIVEN ON VANCOUVER'S 233,000 10 77.9 1.2 
ROADSW1lllic 6Y4RO 
EMSSK>NS VEHICLES. 
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Table 4 (continued) - City Investments for the Five-Year Action Plan 

Proposed Action 

1. lrrc,lementa CarbonPoM:ion 
Surcharge onResi::lenb!II 
Parting P emits 

2 . Increase EV Charging on 
Private Property 

3. Expand Pubic Charging 
Nel\'°rt 

4 . SupportC h!lrgjng 
Infrastructure i:>rPassenger 
fleets 

S . 0 emonstratilg corporate 
leadersh~ lhrou<#I EV Seel 
trans:ition 

BG MlVE •: BY 2030, 
CARBON POLLUTION FROM 
BULOINGS N VANCOUVERS 
WLL BE REDUCED BY 50% 
BELOW 2007 LEVEL 

1. Set CarbonPolJion Units 
andStreami"le Re!J.Jlaions 

2 . Buld lnduslryCapodly 

3. SupportE artfOvner Action 

4 . faciiate Access to 
R eneva b~ Energy 

5. Demonstramg corporate 
leadership thmu!II newci..-ic 
faclities and retrofi:s achievi'lg 
zero e nissions 

Er.llODIEO EMISSIONS FROM 
NEW BU LON GS WLL BE 
REDUCEDBY40'JI, 
COMPARED TO A 2018 

Annual Carbon 
Pollution 

Savings by 2030 OescriptioniOutcomes 
(CEAP + 

CleanBC 
Scenario) 

299,000 

n/a[2] 

Estabish oas.Jdiesel Yehi~ surcharges 
as partofthe ciy-v.ide residettial permi 
pa rmg system. 

Develop construction 
sta nda rdslcompi!lnce mechanism; 
charging retroli program in mtai-Wlit 
renml bJilclngs; develop long-term 
residentillllcharging retrofi strategy 

Ploi near-home off-.street EV charging; 
l)ilot i~iOOustry po\'.e r tiosts; develop 
Nei~bourtlood Charging Straiegy, 
a,,tinue DC l!ls~charging and Level 2 
nelY.ort deploymenl 

Develop ptJ>iccharging i1tastrudure 
and home.charging retrofi: action pl!ln 
suppol'mg passenger leet indlstry 

.Accelerate the translion of the C iy ~el 
I> electric vetides be)Qnd the cuffe,t 
rate ofrep,!lcemenl 

Set 2025 carbon polJtion lmits; 
strea mine permitmg and energy-uP9"a de 
reqlirements; imjiemert enerw 
benchmarting re(J.lire me nl 
hlprove industry alrity around lrture 
regt.Mtions; trades 
i'lcentive s.te(Jliremenis for heat pu~ 
i'lstalations; launch LC3 Zero Carbon 
Centre; iTlplement BC Buildng 
Electriication Roadmap. 

Create decision-su~rt arxl filaneslg 
bols; equipment incentives; support 
demonstration projects; esilblsh Retro it 
.Accelerator Cenl'es. 

Wortang vith tAiliypartners and senior 
!:J)vemment reduce bafflers to seNice-
cx,medion upgrades; growsupplyof 
renewsble energy. EwUlte and set NEU 
renevable energytarget; contilue seNice• 
area e,q,ansion. 

Aco?lerating the repbcement of gas 
bo iers ,•ith electric he at punp and ma king 
related energency upgrades to Ciy-
ovned buitlings 

Current 
Capital 

Plan 
Spend in 

2021 

(SM) 

20.0 

0.3 

Required Annual 
Capital Operatjn 
Spend O 11'1l)acts Health 
Over 5 of Cnprtat 

Equity Economy Resilience 

Years in 2025 

(SM) (SM) 

70 06 

002 

140 

005 

52 5 0 5 

56.6 1.6 

58 100 

06 o ts 

162 025 

14 0 0.20 

20 0 

3.2 

Equiable distmutio no f 
d,a rging intastrudure vii 

Electric veticles irod.Jce make EVs a Wible opti>n for 
no tal-P()e Pol.ltion, more people. Incentives for 
vhich beneiiseveryone d,arging_in_tastrudure in 
i1 the region, partiaJlarty rental bt.iikt~gs v.il add more 

ttxJse mosi e)q)Ose~ to air :::i::::~o~~::=~ 
pollion along artenals. mmffl.lniyto l'nprove the 

accessMty of ou-
int-astruchn. 

The CEAP creates 
sinil!reconomic 
opportuntie s for 
electric vehicle 
charging. R ide-haii"lg 
companies have 
pointed o tfthal Expanded, 
llcltding charging dispersedneMOrt 
opportuniiesln rental charging 
apartment bliktings inhstrucllre is 
Wlhet, drivers more resknlby 
transition to electric red.Jci119 Deity 
veticles, as m1ur, closures. Lo w 
ri:te-haii"lg ctivers pov.er and off. 
are renters. for peak chargl'lg 
0W1e rs, the o plions ,,.1 reduce 
significant gas and utiliyi""ads (grid 
maintenance savings peats and upv.ard 
can help offset tigher pressure on 
iniial purd,ase electriciyrates) . 
prices. for tigher-
mieage teet 
velides, operators 
can CU fuel and 
maintena nee costs 
byover70%. 

Green buldings A resiieni-
present a massNe buittings approa d, 

tn_,,.oved ind~or noise _ Higher expectati>ns ii the economic ada'esses a 
levels due to ur1>ro-ved ar- carbon tmi regulation for dewlopmentand number ofClh• 
tightness. Improved _ • 7 

l"ldoor air qua lily due to tm se vAh hag_h_er resources recovery opportuniy. priorties, inclJding 
iTlproved ai"-tig_htness ae~oda~ort\llns,•ties

8100
• ga~!\'.er Low-carbon retro its adapmg t,r a 

.,..,., u ,_, create a tigh number changi'lg ci'nate, 
8 ~ ilraHon ofmco~ng addtionalsupport, brthose ofj)bsperdolar clrnate ch!lnge 
ar ~elps_ protect residents 18CD'lg resources or i!lcing inwsted, the jobs mitigation, Ke 
dll'lng 8 r ~ualiy events exceptional barriers. We ~ created are bcai?ed sa Ety. seismic 
(such as y,tUi'e smoke). 1 d. pla I nd nd plo u 
Electricheatpumpsoften ireven IS cemen a a em yav.ide risk_access-,.ty, 
enable air coDditioning: mitigate negative outmmes, range of st:as, and residential 
i'lcreasinglyiq,oriant and pioriize mancialsupport renovation projeds affordabay, 

dmng summer heat :: :::t~:e~~ing to 
th

ose ~=r:::a~:.~ :::~:: 
Wllves, and manufactured services and 

produds. he alhy bukti'lgs, 
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Table 4 (continued) – City Investments for the Five-Year Action Plan 

 

 

Proposed Action

Annual Carbon 

Pollution 

Savings by 2030

  (CEAP + 

CleanBC 

Scenario)

Description/Outcomes

Current 

Capital 

Plan 

Spend in 

2021

Required 

Capital 

Spend 

Over 5 

Years

Annual 

Operatin

g Impacts 

of Capital 

in 2025 

Health Equity Economy Resilience

($M) ($M) ($M)

1. Set Embodied Carbon 

Pollution Limits for New 

Buildings

Set embodied carbon limits for building 

materials and construction practices in 

new buildings.

0.0 -

2. Make It Easier and Less 

Expensive to Use Lower-Carbon 

Materials in New Buildings

Remove planning and policy barriers to 

using low-carbon construction materials 

and practices in new buildings.  

1.4 -

3. Support the People Using Low-

Carbon Materials in New 

Buildings

Develop resources, guides, training and 

networks; partnerships; regional and 

provincial advocacy

0.5 -

4. Demonstrating corporate 

leadership through lower 

embodied carbon in new civic 

facilities

Coordinate with key City strategies, 

policies and plans
1.3 -

GENERAL CEAP SUPPORT n/a 0.2 0.35 0.20

1. Support for CEAP indicators 

and reporting

Develop new and improve existing data 

methods and sources in support of 

Indicators Framework, including novel 

equity analyses and indicator 

development.

0.05 0.15 0.1

2. Support for CEAP Equity 

Actions

Develop and implement Climate Justice 

Charter: equity indicators; targeted 

economic benefits; equity lens for budget 

analysis. Continuation of Climate & Equity 

Working Group. Deeper exploration of 

transportation equity impacts.

0.15 0.45 0.1

TOTALS 614,000 55.0 496 9

Our actions should 

promote health in 

construction and the built 

environment by 

encouraging a shift to 

natural and safe, simple 

and reusable materials, 

assemblies, and finishes. 

Materials that are safe 

and non-toxic do not 

impact the health of those 

who handle them or live 

with them, and are safe to 

reuse at the end of their 

life. 

Policy updates encourage 

best practices in equitable 

sourcing of building materials 

and products (e.g., wood 

products from certified 

sustainable forestry and 

Indigenous-managed territory; 

Just, B Corp, and other labels 

and certifications for equitable 

sourcing for organizations, 

sourcing from workers and 

owners from equity-seeking 

groups, including recognition 

of community benefit 

agreements).

Constructing with 

mass timber reduce 

the carbon pollution 

associated with 

construction 

materials, and relies 

on materials and 

expertise from B.C.’s 

forestry sector. 

There are 

opportunities to link 

the CEAP with B.C.’s 

resource industries in 

ways that can help 

expand economic 

opportunity in rural 

communities.

Using engineered 

wood columns and 

floor panels, known 

as mass timber, 

industry can now 

build high-rise 

buildings out of 

wood that are 

safe, strong, fire-

resistant, and 

seismically 

resilient. 
+- + + + +-




